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esident seeks m.edical
in Tae Kwon Do assistance from. oward

HU comes up big

•

By Portia Bruner

·senior yellow belt Derrick Mack

Hilltop Staff Writer

said.
More than 20 tae kwon

Skin was torn. Tears
shed. Competitors cringed with
the pain of kicks to the gut and
mid- section. And the repetitive
slap of bare feet smacking
human fle sh was yet another
indicate~ of the intensity of the
competition.
And the crowd loved it.
That infamou s ''Ohhhhhh ... "
exhaled by the crowd after a
knock-out
blow
echoed
throughout
John
Burr
Gymnasium . To say the competition at the first benefit tae
kwon do tournament was
intense, would be a great understate1nent.
''The competition was
really fierce. I got a chance to
test my abilities against students
from other schools. But the rule
against kicking to the head was
~ detriment to my sparring,"

do schools from D.C. and
Maryland competed. And more
than 300 competitors, ranging in
age from five to 35 and over,
vied for the gold in their respec-

tive divisions. The Howard Tae
Kwon Do club, which spon-

sored the tournament, added
eight gold, 11 si lver, and five
bronze medals to their collection to its 26- year- old collecti on.
HoWard team membef
and alumnus Bola Oyeleye took
home a four-foot trophy as the
Grand Champion of the event.
He advanced from first place in
the men 's heavyweight division
to capture the victory in twothree minute bouts.

Oyeleye lost a chunk of
skin from his heel · during the

Please see VICTORY page A10
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HIGHLIGHTS
THE SPRING OF THINGS... With warming temperatures,
students make a delour from classes to "the Yard.' A3
TAXING EXPERIENCE: The International Revenue Service
is requiring all nonresidents with F, J and M visas to file a
statement along with their 1040NR, U.S. source of income
or not. A7

~y

Kevin Jenkins

Hilltop Staff Writer
Although not a student according to Howard University, Lydia
Spruill is soliciting the medical
care she believes she is due after
an accident while studying at her
desk in the Meridian Hill Hall dormitory.
The fall of a section of concrete ceiling on Spruill's head has
caused physical damage which the
University will not cover while
she has outstanding balances.
According to William Keene,
dean of Residence Life, Spruill
has
overdo balance of charges
from last semester, and it is the
Health Center's policy to serve
only those students that do not
have outstanding balances.
General Counsel for the
University, Francis Smith maintains that Spruill has been treated
fairly.
''We've had a long relationship
with Ms. Spruill, and in my esti mation, we have not treated her
unfairly,'' Smith said.
' Spruill, a sophomore who has
yet to declare her major, passed
out after being hit by the concrete.
She was taken to the Washington
Hospital Center where she
received treatment in the emer-

an

gency room.

She could not

receive follow-up treatment, paid
for by the University, because she
was not currently enrolled (vali-

dated).
Aired on WJLA, Channel 7,
Tuesday night, Spruill said that
the University refused to provide
her with the proper medical care
after the 10 p.m. incident, March
2.
However, Spruill's complaints
include not only denial of medical
care from the University. She
added that the debris from the
accident was left in the room for
several days until she changed
rooms for which she was charged
$100.
''On my right side, my body is
numb. I have stuttering and slurring problems when I speak. a
constant migraine headache and
muscle spasms down the back of
my neck," Spruill said. She added
that she could not eat for weeks
because the pain killer s s he
received ''ate up'' her stomach.
Spruill's friends and relatives
have since contacted WUSA
Channel 9 and WRC Channel 4.
Keene pointed out inaccuracies
and oversights in the Channel 7
story, including overstating the
enormity of the incide111. He
added that they failed to 111en1ion
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''Violence is black children
going to school for 12 years
and receiving
six years worth of education."
-Julian Bond

Sophomore Lydia Spruill awaits word on any possible aide.
the renovations the dorm is undergoing.
''They made it seem like the
whole ceil ing fell in when it was
actually just a ci rcular section of
12 to 14 inche s." Keene sai d.
'' We ' re very proud of the
imp_rovement s that have been
done to Meridian ."
In addition , ''the room was

in spected twice before the accident, once in November and once
in February,.. Keene said . ··She
had not reported any thing to tis
before the accident .''
·· we · 11 continue t o do our
inspection s;' he added.
On
Monday , Spruill was admitted to

Please see MEDICAL page A 10

Students could benefit from
airlines' unfriendly skies
•

By Erika Gravett
Hilltop Staff Writer

INDEX

photo by Sharronda Starks

Unknown to some, traveling Howard University students may be
able to benefit from an airline slip-up, rendering those who have flown
between January I, 1988 and June 30, 1992 eligible for a refund.
The United States District Ccfurt, North of Georgia, Atlanta Division
has approved a settlement in the lawsuit against American Airlines, Inc.;
Continental Airlines, Inc.; Delta Airlines, Inc.; Midway Airlines, Inc.;
Northwest Airlines. Inc .; Pan American World Airways, Inc.; Trans
World Airlines, Inc .; United Airlines, Inc.; US Air, Inc .; and the Airline
Tariff Publishing Company, Inc.
''Basica1ly, the airlines were overcharging and a group of lawyers got
together and filed a lawsuit," said Stephanie Mullins, Airlines Antitrust
Litigation claims representative.
Because many Howard students purchase tickets and fly frequently,
this lawsuit may be beneficial for some students. However, many students have not heard about it.
''I was not aware of the lawsuit. However, I am definitely going to
pursue it. I've flown home (to California) every holiday for the past
three years. That's about $350 a ticket which totals about $4200. Arty
amount is worth getting back,'' said Leslie Hale, a junior majoring in
finance.
There are three different types of claims. They must be filed by June
1, 1993. Claim A is for those who purchased up to five tickets. Claim
B is for those who purchased more than five tickets. Claim C is for
those who purchased $2500 or more in domestic airline tickets within a
period of one or more years .....

In order to file a claim, one mu st request a ctain1 for111 fro111 the
Airlines An1i1rust Litigation either by phone or mail . Airli11c.;; A11titrust
Litigatio11. P.O. Box 209. Philadelphia, Pa 191 07 or 1-800-854-7264.
Travel must have included origination , connection. or destination i11
the following cities: Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston. Charlotte. Chicago
(O'Hare and Midway), Cincinnati, Cleveland. Dallas/Ft . Worth , Dayton.
Denver. De1roit. Hou ston, Indianapoli s. Kan s as City ( MO ). Lo s
Angeles, Memphi s, Miami , Minneapolis/St . Paul. Nashville, Newark .
New York (J.F.K. and Laguardia), Orlando, Philadelph ia, Pittsburgh.
Raleigh/Durham, St. Louis, Salt Lake City. San Francisco. San Jose.
Syracuse, and Washington, O.C. (National/Dul les).
''Anyone who purchased a ticket for travel during the specified peri od can file a claim ." Mullins said. ''No proof of purchase is needed at
the time the claim is filed. However, depending on the type of cl;:1in1
'filed , it may have to be provided at a later date:·
· After the claim is received by the Airlines .\ntitrust Division, an
acknowledgement card will be sent around Sept. 1. 1993. Vouchers
redeemable for di scounts off the purchase of another domestic airline
ticket will be issued in mid-1994. They may be redeemed by any of the
airlines named in the suit or travel agents for up to two years.
''The amount of the voucher will be based on the type of clai1n filed .
Those who· file Claim A are entitled up to $100 off the purchase price of
a domestic airline ticket, Claim B up to'S250, and Claim C, 10 percent
of the total amount of purchases," Mulli(u; said.
''I really don't know how many tickets I purchased during that period. Bui, I guess 1·11 file a claim and SSC how far I get," sa id Meli ssa
Green , a junior majoring in psJ-chology.

D1str1ctJu ge enies former.HUSA candidates'
request for elections injunction, lets vote stand
By Robert Woods

Hilltop Staff Writer

On Monday, a judge in the
Civil Division of the D.C.
Superior Court denied Tene
McCoy and Amia Foston' s
request for a permanent injunction of the March 17 run-off
elections. McCoy and Foston
made the request after losing
their bid for president and
vice-president of Howard
University Student Association

'

(HUSA).
This blow to the defeated
)

''Ascension'' slate foQowed the
Undergraduate Student

Assembly's (UGSA) emergency
meeting called by HUSA
President Ivan Hopkins.
Assembly members agreed to
hear the case of the run-off
election contestation, tempers
flared and words were

exchanged between assembly

Attorney Mary Cox declared
McCoy and Foston's case ''frivolous."
''I would hate to see this
reported in The Washington

Post. Ifs poorly written and
it's slanders the student body.
Why embarrass Howard like

this? Ifs just insulting," Cox

members.
However, .in a roll call vote,
members chose to uphold the
election committee's decision

said to the exiting group of
assembly members.
In an interview, she further

with Terri Wade and Reginald

explained that "the former

X as the president and vicepresident elect by a 21-3 vote.
Following adjournment of
'
the April 1 emergency meeting,

Ascension'' slate's Attorney
Donald Temple must have

"If he had looked at the
guidelines, he would have seen
that those signatures are not
required. They are just for survey purposes. There is no registration process as this document states," she said, referring
to the official statement of the
case.
''The word 'illegal' connotes
something crooked. This
imputes the good name of
Howard University. Students

failed to carefully study the

should be offended by this,"
Cox added.
The proceedings for the

election guidelines.

case, ''Tene McCoy & Amia

directly affected by the out-

objected, b~t the attorney for
the University, Jeffery Ford,
did not.
This action added Wade and
McDaniel as defendants in the
litigation unqer the re presentation of Cox.
Temple, who had the burden of proof that injustices
were carried out against
McCoy and Foston, opened his
first argument on the mis-tabulation of 422 votes and raised
the question of fraud. His second argument focused on

come of the litigation.
Plaintiff's attorney, Temple,

Please see DENIED page A10

Foston vs. Howard University,
Howard University Student
Association and Howard
University General Assembly,"
were carried out in the Judge
in Chambers' session under

judge Wolfe of the District
Superior Court.
The litigation opened with
Judge Wolfe questioning Cox' s
inteI"tention in the case as
counsel for Terri Wade and

Reginald X (McDaniel) i Cox
stated that her clients would be

'

'

---- ------ --
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Farrakhan speaks to sold-out crowd at Burr Gym
By Mandlnema R. Kumbula
Hilltop Staff WNter

Howard Un ive rsi ty's Burr
Gymnas ium was jam - pac k e d

come from him, but from God,

people li ned up ou ts ide o f the

Farrakhan said. ''I ' m not saying join Farrakhan, I'm saying
get close to God ."
Ho wever, using Asians and
Arabs as an examele of entrepreneurial success , Farrakhan
charged the students in the audience to motivate themselves for
success instead of griping about
others' profits.
. ''As white America declines,
black America falls into a steep
decline,.. Farrakhan said. ''We
kn o w that institution s in
America are for the most part
racist, but is that what is holding
us back? The destiny for black
p eople is not in the hands of
(President) Bill Clinton, it's in

-h ea r th e Ho 11 o ra bl e Mini s te r
Louis Farr ak ha n s peak o n the

ro le and reS1"ponsibilit y of the
black col lege st udent .
The 59-year-old J ~ade r of the
Nation of Islam (NO i) warned
those \Vho paid the $ I 0 admission fee and braved sec urity so
tigh t that even the batteries from
page rs had- to be re moved that
they 1night be offended by what
he had to say.
''l know that you (won 't) li ke
what I have to say. but I don ' t
gi\ e a dan111,'' Farrakh an said
over a roar of applause from the
full gym.
Du ri11g his first maj or speech
i11 Was h i11gto n. D.C. in three
years. Farrak h a n he ld b lac k s
accountable for their fai lure to
accun1ulate sign ificant wealth in
A1nerica.
Although the NOi encourages blacks to provide for themselves and to create th eir own
bus i ness oppo r t uni t i es, h e
warned that the A m e ri ~a n w ay
of life is characteri zed by greed ,
1

I

1

right guidance."
Su c h guidance mu s t not

last Friday ni ght, when S,000
gyn1nasiu111 in dri zzlin g rain to

•

lust, vanity and excessive selfinterest. ''America lies on her
deathbed in dire need of the

the hands of black people."
While Farrakhan said he
i s n ' t lo oking for everyone to

join the NOi , he wondered how
th e audien ce could admire

Malcolm X and himself without
giving respect to the Honorable

Elijah Muhammad.
" We admire Elijah
Muhammad' s s tudent s like
Malcolm X and myself, but we

shy away from the teacher," he
added.
It was Muhammad who
founded the NOi and served as
the mentor for both Malcolm X

and Farrakhan . Although
Malcolm X only had an eighthgrade education and Farrakhan
did not attend college, both men
are noted for their eloquence
and intelligence.
.
. I
''I am 1not made by the umversities o,'f this world . I am
made by Elijah Muhaminad .''

The audience applauded
when Farrakhan said that Jesus
was a black man . He claimed
that white people oppress blacks
by distorting the perception of
Jesus and depicting him as a
white man . Farrakhan believes
that 85 percent of people are
ignorant of the reality of God .
Farrakhan also responded to his
critics, who question why he as
a Muslim talks about Jesu s.
''\;\'hen I s ay Je s u s, I've!
already said Muhammad . If
black people understood Jesus,
they'd be free overnight.''
He also addressed the controver sy surrounding him by
denying allegation s of being
anti-Semitic, anti-white and proviolence . He said that he i s
unaffected by the claim s
because of his close relationship

photo by Felecia Harden
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The Honorable Minister Louis Farrakhan inspires a capacity Burr Gymnasium crowd Friday.
with God .
T he so l ~-o ut ev ent was that I could be among so many
''I was really surprised by the
speech . I expec ted to hear a
whole bunch of hate-teachings,
but it wasn ' t like that at all . I
actually identified with some of
hi s s tatement s ," sa id S ad e
Fadahunsi, a junior majoring in
biology.
Farra kh a n 's s pee c h wa s
sponsored by Unity Nation and
the C ampu s M os que . N e w
Howard Univer s ity Student
Association -elect Vice President
Reginald X was a featured guest
speaker at the event.

attended b y p eo p le s u c h as
Dean of Student Life Ray mond
Ar c h e r, Ste·v e Co k e ly and
Ma rio n Barry. Th e n atio n al
spo kes man and nati o nal ass ist a nt f o r the NOi , Dr. Abdul
Alim Muh a mm ad a nd Dr.
Kh alid Abdul Muhammad. were
also in attendance.
Josette Balthazar, a freshman at Uni versity of the Distri ct
of Co lumbi a, ex p ressed h er
pl~as u re at atte11ding the event.
'' I m ·g lad I s t a ye d because I
learned a lot. I was impresseed

black people and it was a peaceful organ ized event."
Before leavi ng the nat ional
mi ni ster offered hi s soluti on to
the pligh t of the bl ack c~u
nity.
''\Ve are a nation wi thin a
na1ion. but withou1 a land ... The
more you're roo1ed in God, the
more things arou nd you won ' t
li mi t you ," Farrakhan said.

Kevir1 Je11kit1 !i co11tributed to
this arti£·fe.

UGSA encounters d e lays wit h Pharmacy students
its executive officer elections hope telethon pays
By Erika Gravett
Hilltop Staff Writer

Sciences Student Council decided
to co nduct the entire interview
process agrun.
''However, future investigation
revealed there were a number of
inco nsis te nc ies throughout the
entire (selec. tion) process.
Therefore', a

been given the wrong meeting
time for his original interview.
Four people had been selected for
the positions in question, but if
Watley's score was higher than
those four, he would be retroactively selec ted ,

Members of the Undergraduate
S1t1dent Asse1nbly (UGSA) went
to Tue sday' s meet ing with the
i11tention of voti ng for next year's
ex:ecutive officers. However,
Ellison said.
bec·aL1se the College o f Arts &
However,
Sciences Stude11t Council's only new
although the vote
l1ad two out of six representatives view process
passed, it was not
co11finned. the elections have been will begin
unanimously. .
postponed until nex:t Tuesday at 6 immedi ately
''Sherr y
p.n1 .
and the four
S
Townsend voted
Only two students wen t positions will
against Watley
through the ent ire e lec ti ons be filled ,"
having an inter_process for UGSA represenmti ves Bra ith wa ite
view because she
of the Arts & Sciences Studen t said.
said s he would
Cour1cil. However, 19 stude nts
Becau se
be biased against
<t ppli ed for tl1e ren1a ini ng fo ur fo vr o f th e
his interview and
positions after the elections were Arts,
&
didn't want to
over. Only 18 students were inter- S c i e n c e s
11\..
participate in the
viewed because of a discrepancy UGSA posi.L ueS
process," Ellison
over one candidate 's in terv iew ti o ns
a r e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - said . ''She gave
time.
vacant, UGSA decided to post- him a zero (for hi s score). His
"lhe Arts & Sciences Student pone executive board elections to score could not be tabulated
Cot1ncil had an e1nergency meet- accommodate the College of Arts because the lowest a candidate can
ing yeste rday (Monday). It was & Sciences.
receive is a nine."
decided that there was a discrepanBut according to Noni Ellison,
Because Watley 's interview
cy over one pe rson's intervie w ·e xec utive pre sident of Art s & was unfairly held, the original
tin1e . The Arts & Sc iences Sciences student council. the time vote, including the four that had
Student Council voted to grant that discrepancy was only the begin- already been selected, was nulli~rso11 an interview," said Arts &
ning of the delay.
tied, Ellsion said.
S'tiences Executive Vice-President
The UGSA executive conunit"I told Wayne McKenzie (Arts
Kisha Braithwaite.
tee voted in favor of the candidate & Sciences president-elect) that I
In aQdition to granti ng the 19th in question, Matthew Watley, to be would redo all of the 19 interviews
person an in terv iew, the Arts & given an interview because he had (of candidates) with my executive

If the new election for repret
ti
•
t
sen a ves is no
held, Art &
Sciences will not
be able to participate in UGSA's
·general election
d
ay,

board. but Mc Kenzie would not
relinquish the 19 names to redo
the interviews in an unbiased manner."
Ellison added that McKenzie
wants to have a special election in
the fall which would include the
new representati ves. .. .,,
As a result. 1f the new election
for representati ves is not held, Arts
& Sciences will not be able to partic ipate in UG SA's general election Tuesday.
But before the vote was taken.
whi c h w as 7-6-0, me m be rs
expressed concerns over time constrai_nts and the body's ability to
physically meet again for an election.
Des pi te these co nce rns the
assembly voted to postpo ne the
elections. The elected positions
are Coordinator. Vice-Coordinator,
Finan c ial Ad v isor, Progra ms
Direct o r, Publi c Relati o n s
Director, and Grievance Director.
In the meantime, UGSA is
making final preparation s for the
Spring Bla ck Art s Fe s t ival ,
''Celebrations of the Revolution,''

.

...

•

•

•

What is usually known to students as Residence Hal l Week has
gone th rough some changes this
year. Some we re for the better
and others for the worse.
According to Reverend James
Cole1nan , assis1a nt fo r Special
Projects, Residence Hall week this
ye<rr could now be more appropria tely t it led as Res id ence Hall
Weekend . Colemah was unhappy
with cutting out many of the activiti es th~t we re annu ally part of
Residence Hall Week.
''Due to budget cuts, we had to
downsize Res idence Hall Week
programs, so now it is basically
Res id ence H al l Weeke nd .
Concerning the life and future of
Resi dence Hall Week in the original design, we will look out to see
if money can be funded so that we
can return to a full week of activi-

•
•

ties," Coleman said.
The activities for this year
included
an
Oratorical
Competition
and
Special
Residence Hall Presentations, the
Battle of the Dorms and an
Ho nor s Rec ognition Dinner.
Because the Howard Relays are
happening this weekend, the
Battle of the Dorms had to be

The official beginning of
Residence Hall Weekend began
last night with ''Remembering the
Flames of Excellence.'' The program included oratorical competitions and a special residence hall
presentation, which involved stepping by some of the dorms .
Valerie Turner, the Residence
Co'u nselor at the Tubman

rescheduled from this Saturday to
last Saturday.

Quadrangle, spearheaded this program.
/,

Thi s year's Battle of the
Dorms featured indoor events,
such as bowling, as well as outdoor events, like tug o' war and
relays.
was still fun. If more people had
turned out, then it would have
been real good,'' Michelle Chin, a
sophomore majoring in architecture, said. The winners of first,
second , and third place, were

''In the orat rical presentation,
each dorm was to say something
about the person whom their dorm
was named after. If the dorm was
not named after an AfricanAmerican, then they were to
choose someone who wa s,"
Turner said.
The introduction of stepping
night's agenda was the brainchild.
of several members of the Eton
Towers Donn Council, including

Cooke Hall , Drew Hall, and

Melinda Riley.

"It was cold that day, but it

Sutton Plaza Towers, respectively.

''Originally, we came up with

By Bashaan Prewitt
Hilltop Staff Writer
Every year it works for
Jerry Lewis .and Lou Rawls, so

to stand up fo r what we want
and th is is t he way to d o it,"
Laurenceau said.
The pho ne-a-thon student s in the S c h o ol of

this

year the Sc hool of

Pharmacy called the school's

Pharmacy thought that the y,
too, would try a phone-a-thon
to raise money. Although their
cause i s not a s trag ic, it i s
equally pressing.
''We' re behind in tenns of
technology and computers,"
said Haro1d Laurenceau , president of the Student National
Pharmaceutic al Associati o n .
''Pharmacies use computers left
and right, and we don "t have
any computers. Tue School of
Business has a computer lab .
The Schools of Engineering and
Architecture hav e computer

alumni fo r do natio n s. Judith
Jones, the president o f student
c o un c il in the School of
Pharmacy and Vance Hardy, a
first year student, had the idea
for the phone-a-thon.
··we have over 800 alumni,"
Jones said . ''We sent flyers to
the alumni to let them know we
will be calling them . The call-

labs, and tlie School s of

ing times wi ll be from S p.m.11 p .m . b e ca use we havtt to
reach peopl e o n the West
Coast.''
Jones said that this is the
•
first time the for the phone-athon, and she hopes that it ~ill
be an annual event.
''The University, as a whole,
is suffering with financial prob1en·is. All the schools are getting cutbacks in their finances

screen monitor.

Medicine and Dentistry have
their own computer lab7"
According to Laurenceau,
the school needs laser printers
as well. ''We pay a quaner for
laser printing , while other
schools in the D.C . area do not

pay for laser printing," he said.

from the phone-a-thon will be

Larry W. Brown contributed to tl1is
article.

After the scbool 's dean
informed him that the school

used for, computers, it will also
be used for reference books. In
addition, collected monies will
enable students to travel to the
national and regional meetings

which will begin this Sunday with
the Call to Chapel and a cabaret

featuring a dinner buffet and big

Lack of fund s lim it Residence Hall
- Week activit i e s to s ingle weekend
By Margarethe DeVeaux
Hilltop Staff Writer

for computer lab

the idea as a fund raiser for Eton,
but decided to expand it to include
all dorm s. Initially, we were
thinking of having it as an activity
during the week of the Spring Arts
Festival, but Reverend Coleman
suggested it would be more appropriate for Residence Hall week,
since it involved the dorms, "
Riley, a junior majoring in math,
said.
Residence Hall Weekend will
come to a close with the Honors
recognition Program on Saturday
evening in the Armour J .
Blackbum Ballroom. The dinner
will recognize those students who
have a 3.5 grade point average or
better.

lacked the necessary funds for
the lab, Laurenceau and students took matters into their
own hands.
''Rather than staying on our
seats and not doing anything
about it, we took the initiative

and budgets," Jones said.
Even though the money

meetings that are held for pharmacy students.
The phone-a-thon lasted

from Monday thru Thursday.

Spirited Winner s!

''The keynote speaker will be

photo by Sharonda Starks

Dick Gregory. Also at the program we will give awards to the
winners of the Battle of the
Dorms, the oratorical competition,
the step show and to the honor
students," Coleman said.

Three of Howard's often unsung heroes were given awards
last Thursqay by General Motors. The recipients of the General
Motors Volunteer Spirit Awards at Howard University this year
are (pi ctured from left to rig ht ) C o re y Neve ls , Der_m etria
Robinson and Terri Wade. They we're se lected for their exceptional student service to the can1pus and cOmmuni ty.

•

•
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The Spring Picnic's back, but should it be on 'The Yard'' or the law campus?
''Honestly, it should be on the Law
Campus because every year we have a
large turnout, and we don't want to tear
up the main campus.''
Anita Britton
Senior, Music Education

''Perso r\ al ly, I think it s hould be here

instead of the Law Can1pus becaus~ it's
'
more accessible. Most of the problems

are caused by outsiders. Whether they

,

have it here -or there, there will still be
problems because it is the Spring Picnic."

.I

Pasca Moton
Junior, Accounting

"It should be on the Yard because every·
one is familiar with it and that's their ele-

ment. It would be nice to congregate on
the same e'tement without having to run
to class like you usually do."
LaWanda Spicer
Junior, Art Management

·

'' It should be on the main campus
because the men can ride through the
can1pus and single women can pick them
up. Plus, it's more convenient."

''It should be right here because seniors, for our
last thing, we don't want to travel to the School

Kshatriya Hawkins
Senior, Management

Len Salmon
Senior, C.O.B.I.S.

•

of Law. To be here would be better and more
convenient.''

I

Spring fever crowds ''Yard,'' empties classrooms

I
I

1

l

By Valarie Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer

pringtin1e at Ho\vard U11iver~il)' bri11gs r1ot
.only wam1 weather a11d for111-fitti11g attire.
but .en1pty classroon1s.
Many students gravitate to 'The Yard ' like a
swarm of bees to honey at the n1erc 111ention of· 60
or 70 degree weather and the sligh1est ray of su11 light. However, some do so with only a little regard
for their classes.
Some call it spring fever, but others like philosophy professor Benjainin Aral1 . call it spring 111adness.
•
''There·s nobody in my class:· he said, referring
to the empty classroom where he nonnally te;:1ches
Principle s of Reasoning lo about 40 s1ude11ts. ·· 1
don't know what the weather is doing to us:·
For professor A111elia Mondragon i11 1h e
Department of Romance Languages, the weather
does more good than bad. Mo11dragon says her s1uden1s are more• talkative and energetic on war111
days.
''They feel alive like bircl s, 1J1ey re\1 ive like
plants. I feel happier too," she said . She added tl1at
absences are considerable during the spring because
students do a lot of work preparing for exa1n s.
For CaRhonda Collins, a sophotnore tnajoring in
accounting, the temptation to han g out on ' The

'

Y;_lrd ' is very strong .
''It 's easier not to go to class when everyone is
0 11 ' The Yard'
chilling . trying
to ma c k,., s he
•
sa id .
'
Hi story pro·
f~ssor David De
Leon does not
have problen1s
with st udent s
atte nding his
111orning class·

schedule any c la sses between noon and I p.m.
because, according to her. thi s is ''prime time'' on

The Yard.
•

gear and slip into something a bit more sle azy,
oops-I meant breezy," the sophomore majoring in
theater arts said with a smile.
Psychology student Monique Napper agrees.
''During the fall semester it's almost like being a
b~ar in hibernation and then when springtime
comes. you're free to wear as little as possi ble in
celebration of the warm weather," she said.
To some, the return of student clusters on
'TheY..-d' also brings out new faces.
''For some reason beyond my comprehension, all
of the fine women decide to show their faces when
it gets hot," said Javon Davis, a junior majoring in

_Spring is
also a time
when s tu dents gladly don less
and
le ss
clothing,
perhaps in
celebration
of the end philosophy.
es. ''(Students
~
of winter.
While spring can spark new friendships. it can
us ually go o
For so me also ruin some relationships.
111orning cla.ssfemale stu''Winter brings about many cold and lonely
es. If it were a
dents, like nights and because of this. couples tend to be more
photo by Ayoka Campbell
s n1all class , I
Nicole dependent on re lationships. Unfortunate ly. in the
Carter, less spring. no one wanls to be tied down to one perwould probably Droves of Howardites file onto lhe campus' main yard on warm days.
take it ou1 side .
1s more.
son," Carter said. ''Why chew one piece of gum
l ' n1 looking forward 10 spring as much as anybody,"
''Spring1in1c is a tin1e to throw off _your winter when you can chew the whole pack?''
1
he said.
.,
Spring is also a 1i1ne to socialize and profile, as
'
Collins put it.
''Since I love to profile, I look forward to seeing
guys on 'The Yard' . I think that 's one of the main
eve nts," she said .
Last fall when Collins was selecting her classes
for thi s semester, she made sure that she did not

'

For many seniors graduating
''on time'' is only a dream
'

By Kevin Jenkins
Hilltop Staff Writer

Dr. Lawrence Kaggwa, a profes- four years.
so r
1n
the
School
of
A recent report published in
Com muni cations journalism YSB magazine verifies thi s
Unlike most high school stu- department.
standing. The report places the
dents, graduation in four years
''The stude11t who took more average number of years to gradf or col lege s[ud ents is- nol a Lhan four yeitrs to grad11ate is not uate from college at five and a
given. An increasing number of intellectually inferior,'' Kaggwa half.
students appear to be destined for said . ''A college degree is not a
''It doesn't make a whole lot
a five or more year plan.
passport to a job. It takes practi - of difference except personally,"
In a THE HILLTOP survey cal experience and to acquire this Hall said. ''No one''s going to ask
of 100 Howard students, nearly takes an investment in a tremen- you did you graduate on time."
half predicted that the}' . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - . , . . - - - - - - .
However, Hall recwill not. be gradu<1ting
Despite rising tuition 410/o of Howard
ognizes that the cost fac''on time."
students will not graduate in four years.
tor pushes many parents
Students cited
Students cited the following
to pressure their kids to
numerou s rea sons for
come out in four years .
17
why they' re pushing
a) FINANCIAL
''I plan to do whatevtheir education beyond
b) TOUGH MAJORJDIFFICULTY IN
er I can to get out in four
the four year mark .
CWSES 17
years and move on,"
Among the most prevasaid Tamisha Williams,
lent of the explanations
c) CHANGE IN MAJOR 15
a freshman in the School
given were financial
d) TRANSFERED 11
of Business.
related problems and
e) EXTRACURRICUlAR
Although Kaggwa is
changes ofn1ajor.
COMMITMENTS 3
100
aware of the financial
However for 1nany
students
burden of a college edu·
students, it is a combi0TOO MUCH PAR'fYING 3
au~ey.ed
cation, he contends that
nation of many fac1ors
a student who is more
7
that will not permit .__ _ _._ g)_o_T_H_E_R__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. marketable will recover
them finish school fol ·
the costs of college
lowing a traditional four- year dous amount of time.''
faster.
scheme.
Jo seph McCarely. another
Rosa Sherod, a counselor with
''It was a combinatio11 of fifth -year se11ior majoring in the Center for Academic
transferring , having difficulty i11 advertising. agrees that he nlight Reinforcement, said that those
classes and changing my major.'' be more well rounded than the students who have to work are
· said Edgar Basti en, a fifth-year student who comes out in four caught in a cycle. Some students
senior majoring in film produc· years. However. a person still in cannot qualify for aid becau se
tion. ''But it worked out better school is limited. he added.
their grades are too low, so they
because it gave me more time to
''I can't take advantage of the work; because they work, their
develop my skills and prepare for real world u11til I graduate ," grades suffer; because their
the industry."
McCarely said.
grades suffer they cannot qualify
For this reason, some profesSa1nuel M. Hall Jr., director for aid.
sors encourage student stay of Career Planning and
Kaggwa applauds those stu·
beyond four years, so that they, Placement Services, has also dents whO can graduate in four
like Bastien, may take advantage noticed thi s trend. According to years while achieving some level
of the opportunities to gain expo- Hall, while it isn't the majority of of experience in their field, but
sure to their chosen field. One students. a large perc~ntage of notes that these people are the
champion of this philosophy is them are staying in school past exceptions, not the rule.
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.Ascensional Mistake

-

•

Last week, THE HI_LLTOP have b~en accused of being · great analogy in the Assembly's
reported that Tene McCoy and
''sour grapes," but let's look at refusal to hear McCoy and
,
• A-rnia Foston of the ••Ascension'' the facts. Four hundred and Foston's complaint. Rather than
· slate filed a motion at the D.C. twenty:.two unrecorded votes are keep the investigation and final
Superior .Court for a pennanent a lot of· missed votes. Whether decision on the vote in-house,
• 'injunction against the certifica- they w"ere cast as a matter of the future of Howard's electoral
tion of the March 17 election error or fraud , perhaps their process was placed in the hands
results . ~ The motion· was filed omission would have been of D.C.'s judicial system.
When the United State's conafter reviewing the ballot. infor- enough to change the outcome
mation which revealed that more of the election. Also, this was a gress refused to lift the laws that
•
than 422 votes had been cast · democratic process. McCoy and bound black people to Jim Crow
than appeared on the ballot ·Foston were perfectly within and segregation in the states, it
s heet s whic h are supposed to their rights to criticize Howard's wa s men like Thurgood
record each voter 's signature. voting process through iheir Marshall who boldly solicited
The ballot sheets indicated a attempts at an injunc~ion . the aid of their country's courts
li sting of 1958 votes, when, sup- Indeed, it is the nature of to seek remedy for his people.
posedly, only 1536 votes were American politics to question, Rather than hear what we view
regi stered on the machines.
re-count and vote again when as a legitimate complaint caused
by some glaring discrepancies, '
Before taking their complaint necessary.
to court, McCoy and Foston first
This week McCoy and the elections chairperson and the
Student
sought to register their contesta- Foston lodged their complaint Undergraduate
t ion of the vote through with the Undergraduate Student Assembly erroneously chose not
Elections Chairperson Danya Assembly which ultimately to handle the issue based on a
Smith. Smith did not accept the denied their ~contestations as 24-hour grace period for such
subntission due to a 24-hour well. The decision went back to complaints. We believe the distime wriod for vote contestation .the hands of the presiding judge crepancies involved merited
wh.i c h had lapse d after the in court. While the request \YaS more consideration from our
results were posted .
denied, in our view, America's appointed and elected Howard
McCoy and Foston may congressional politics ha s a student officials.

The Final Vote for the
NAACP Executive Director
This Friday the
.NAACP Board of Directors
will decide on who Will be
the ir nexl executive director.
The board has established a ·
s h or t li s t of four names
which
include
Jewell
Jackson, McCabe, founder of
the National Coalition of 100
Black
Women ;
Earl
Shinhoster, director of the
NAACP's Southeast region;
Rev. Benjan1in Chavis, chairman of the United Church of
Christ's ·Commission for
Racial Justice and Rev. Jesse
L. Jack so n (Wash. Post,

·-

4/7/93).
From this selection,
Jackson is said to be leading
the crowd with the most
points. With the vote so
close at hand, we renew our
support of Jackson for this
position, not for his notoriety
or seemingly expert handling
of the media , but rather
becau se he has consistently
shown him self as an expert
organizer-of votes , groups
and power withil/t the

•

Democratic Party.
As a community of
young black educated people,
it is exactly this kind of organizational leadership that we
need to have. How many of
you can say that as soon as
you leave the University, you
will become card-carrying,
dues-paying members of the
NAACP? How many of you
can nam.e one specific issue
which the NAACP is currently handling for the uplifting
of our people?
We are not saying
that the NAACP is not mak- ing some progressive stances,
but if they are, the message is
not getting through . The
NAACP of the 50s and 60s
was , a dynamic group of
organizers and litigators that
moved through college ranks
like a forceful whirlwind to
garner the bright and able of
our black community into
service into their prospective
communities. More than
ever, we need that kind of
leadership today.

Our parents, most of
them, did not have nearly the
detrimental influences with
which to sift through as we
do today. We need an orga,
nization that can loudly
speak for blacks and against
the vices and inequalities
which this society can breed.
Al so, Jhat organization mu st
have clout; i .e. uncompro ,
mi sing, interest-group having, non-forked tongue
speaking, fear-shaking, con,
gressional vote changing
(because you know you will
not get that endorsement
without supporting our measures) clout.
We believe that
Jackson· may be the most
capable and the most '' in
touch " with the needs of
young black adults and youth
in this country. We hope that
if selected, he will immediately begin to handle and
speak to the abhorrent issues
so prevalent in our communities, just as he has all along.

ThQse April Shower Blues ·
Have you ever heard Easter Sunday. It is not
of the expression, ''When it . expected that jury deliberarains it pours?" Well , this iions will be long.
April certainly has the
If you
pick-up
potential to fit this assess- almost any newspaper or
ment. On April 4 , I 968 , magazine, you can find an
Rev. Martin Luther King, article about the tempers
Jr., was assassinated in a already smoldering in South
Memphis hotel. This occur, Central L.A. An article in
rence marked one of the Newsweek
magazine,
sadde s t and most violent recently, reported that
responses in the black com- Weapons were being stockn1unity. Inner cities across piled by brothers and sisters
the country were tom apart in the community. Korean
as· black men and women shop owners and wealthy
expressed their outrage and white L.A. residents . Also,
hurt at a country which the police are ready. They
seemed to be so expressly have been training vigoragainst them and their lead- oµsly
since the last
upheaval.
ers.
This month another
From our position, it
tragedy for black Americans seems that everyone noncould be in the making. black and non-Latino are
The
, Rodney G. King ease prepared to shoot at everyarguments couJd be cpn- thing black and brown. And
cluded by this week and in still, the .basic problems
the hands of the jury by which lead to the riots have

,

,

,

not truly been assessed
within the L.A.P.D. -police
brutality against people of
color. Our skin color is not
a free pass to hurt, maim or
kill us. That is something
this country has yet to
accept.
Although, we can
identify with the anger and
hurt of the black and brown
brothers and sisters in L.A.,
we hope their actions after
the verdict will be controlled and non-violent; not
because they do not have a
'
right, but because the odds
are terrible and we, the editors of the Hilltop, are in no
mood to write about a ·
South,African type mas,
sacre. Peace, brothers, •
peace.

:·

.

--~---

SCENSION VS.

I

•

Letter to .the Editor
&ltur·
This 1 - is written in
~(JOl>IO to the article "Indians
·ve lr.CO'urt of culture." written
Ms. IClmberly Bryant, in a
llCaml HJU:roP issue. During
second t<eek- in February, we

It i.s very difficult to
come to a conclusion on any
issue by mere articles. interviews and views of some peo-

ple. Some bad incidents can
happen in the corner of the
countty and in the 21st century
with global communications
becoming even smaller, international incidents are focused
upon immediately. The famous
film director of India, Satyajit
Ray, projects poverty. of India
by showing the street of
Calcutta and beggars in bis
films. After seeing his movies
in some film festivals, the people from other countries think
that India is full of poverty and

went to Michigan State
University to ttllend the National
Black Physicist Conference. We
i-,.. aoing llft!lllH,i,o!he 1QW11 of
. I 19\P~g,. and; ~e went to a
pocery shop to buy some potato
hips. I was accompanied by
ome of my Indian friends.
When the shop ownet saw us,
they didp't ask us what we
wa··ted. Ingtead they asked us . beggars.
In addition to this, if we
"are they killing girl children in
rulia?" We were shocked to can say that only love marriages
Ille ••mo Then. I asked are good and only through love
ltow dley came to know people can understand each
llllll it. They llef(i d dial tbey other and can INtd a l.ijipy mar11& lmow j'b1cars1 of dis- ried life, why are dkiasaMs of
l\llllioJI) aWut love. marriage divorces OCClllring each day in
1 d'aa coltwe a.ad tradiadvanced countries? I am not
. love
and r am

•

not supporting arranged marnages.
The first and foremos
thing India should have to do is
that she must become economically sound to feed her people.
Secondly, she should ·educate
her people against these evils o
the dowry system and the kil ·
of female children. India sboulc
control its population and
should have purity in politics,
administration
and
judiciary.
•
.
wThen, the proll"'ss ~hall be automatic and people of India will
lead a prosperous life.
An additional piece o
i.nfonnation that I would like to
add is this: The population o
the whole ?JUDtry Ca0 ada is the
population of a state in India.
•

Sincerely,

7

Kannan Ilangovan
Graduate Student, Physics
De
nt
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Mychelle Curl

'

Ma11y who fight for a

I need to 1alk 10 my
brothers and sisters who may

not think that they are susceptible to death. Ml1Ch of OJ.JI
, culture stresses living on tl1e edge.

I-

We 11eed 10 k1lO\V that we yoL111g.

•

gifted and educated black peo ple ca11 fall off the edge. Black
people arc dying i11 large nL1 111-

J

be rs frorn A IDS.
I had ;J cousin (lie of
A I DS l<tst 1110111\1. She \Vas only
30 and she left, as the bulletin
read :1l her 1·uneral. a da1,1gl1ter,

rI .

2: J1er n1other, her sister and two
nieces. She \\'as not an intra-

•

I

venous drug user. She c.·ontr;:1ctcd A IDS hetert1sexL1ally.

i11g that the stigmas attached to
the nleans of con traction reall y
does n't ni ~ter when we consider the end resul t of all , death .
In the face of my
cousin's p'assin g, I was re minded of m~ ow n mor tal ity. I
(\eci(led that 111y boy friend and 1
s\1o uld re n1c>ve all doubt and get
tested. I chose t-l1e Whit1n anWa lker Cli 11ic because they have
<1 great reputation and because I
wa11tcd us both to t"eel the shock
that yoL1 cannot escape when
yot1 see the \ ic1in1s of wha1 you
fear.
The people at the clinic

..

1

Their code numbers were called
and, upon answering, they were
ed to a
room for
•
the verdict.

So I 11 wait a week to It end s up
to
wetcome find out if I will be b e i n g
eve ryone. I was
g e n e r 1c
s urr o unded b y raising funds to pro- when y o u
Georgia O'Keefe
realize that
p a inting s, SPIN Jong my life Or Cele- in the scope
magazi ne s, pa m- b
•
h f
h I of things it
phl e t s on sa f e r rating t e act t at
all
boil s
se x, heterose xu al
down to a
have
been
lucky.
co de num sex le sbi an sex ,
c lini c was trying

'
gay s e x and n ";;:;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;:.her and a

po sit ive o r

sex.
Whil e I was sittin g in
the waiting area, many people
came in to fin d out the results of
thei r tests from'the week before.

negative sign.
My bo y fri end and I
were led to a classroom with all
of the others who came in for

The Inadequacy of
Justice..
rica's 1)11th

'

Marc Battle
After ~pendi11g four )'C<1rs
at HowarJ U11iversity. I have heard
countless arguinents ad\ 0cating
black separatism. bl1I I ha, e discounted them all. They all sound
as idealistic to 1ne as i11clusio1l
sounds to the "epara1ists. If neither
of these are viable goals. then does
that 1nean that tl1ere is son1e n1iddle ground lhat we must se1tle for?
I v.·.011ld hope not, because I
believe \\e arc existing in that 111iddle ground right 110\\'. and it is not
an accep1able existe11ce.
It is not accept11ble I-or
police offiL'er-. to have beaten
Roclnc) Kinp: and get fl\\' 3)' it
because.~ an <111 \Vl1ite jury felt their
··rear."' It i" equally u11acceptable
to be \ ic1i111izeU b) rac.·ism every
si ngle d;1y. \vl1cthC"r it be hy 1nerch:111ts. cab dri\'L'rs. en11JIO)'er-. llr
landlord'i. Ho\\'t::\'er. we seen1 10
h;1\•e real·hcd an in1passe in oLir
judicial ")' Slt•1n ''he re \\'e ha\ e
pas!ied all the !~1''' that can be
passed a11J thr.: 'it<.1tu:-. q11 0 1. . .,,till
•
• <.1t
111;-itlequatc.
·rh1" 1-. tl1e poiilt
\\'hich hu111an s n111st take the 11ext
step at ending racism \Vilhout legal
' pe11alties - and this is a step tl1at
the)' will never !~Ike .
I said earlier tha1 inclusion is not viable becau se th ere
111u~t be a will to cha11ge and to
accept in the hearts of those \vho
choose to be racist. and thi s ·will
cannot be 111andated by any law.
Therefore, any real change that
will come about \Viii come about
because people choose 10 let it be
1

1

1

I

"

•

cure s tress that t he means of
co11trac ti on is i ns i gnifica n t.
That is understandable consider-

were kind , as kind as anyone
can be kn owing that they are
paid to be mes sengers of fate. It
was clear that the
,

1

so. and likewise when lhey choose
to go bcick to their old ways,
ra,·isn1 will raise it's ugly l1ead,
and yet no laws will necessarily be
broken . This is because law in
itself is nothing. The in1portant
factors are those who are allowed
to interpret the Jaw. And it- we
decide that their interpretation of
the la""' equals justice, then justice
itself is equivc1len1 to no1hing more
than what is in the hearts of those
interpreters. A11d when we have
interpreters such as tho se who
fou11d the four L.A. police officers
guilty of nothing, is it reasonable
to say tl1:1t jll"tice has bec11 scr\ ed?
And <l"betier qucstio11 would be:
··is it reaso11;1ble for any black JJCr"<Jn to h•1v~~ faith i11 the j udicial .
syste111'?"'
<I
I \.l.'oulcl assume that those
\vl10 favor scparati s1n subscribe to
· tl1is theor}' of mi11e a11d have no
more patience for the here and
nO\\'. I too am impa1ie11t, and I feel
an urgetlC}' to change thin'gs whe11
ITI)' O\\'n logic tells me tl1at lhe ki11d
of cha11gc I \\ a11t is bc} ond my
con11 ol. 1·111s i11 turn create-. J
hclplcs" 1nt:ntali1y '''hich I \\'ill not
i1llo\v 111yself 1.1nd whicl1 I despise
in other people. But what else ai11
I to thi nk, \\"hat should anyo11e
tl1ink when facing ;1 blatantly racist
soc iety \\ hich \\ ith one hand beckons 111e to join the fa111ily and \Vith
tl1e other ha11d stabs 111e in tl1e
back? What is iny recourse? Do I
go to the law niakers and complain? Sure, they'll pass a law but wl10 wi ll interpret it?
Ever} thing te lls me that
1

1

1

1

1

1

to expect equality in America is a
lost c,ause. I am sic k of hearing
white people talk about how much
be1ter it is, when it is ultimately
up to white people to decide when
lhe racism will end. I am sick of
hearing black people who are sati sfied wi th ou r '' prog re~s·· because
of how many laws hav e. been
passed. It frust rates me. because
ul timately things will be rig ht
when people decide lhings will be
right, wilh or without laws on the
books because our laws can only
be Created, inte rpreted an d
enforced by imperfect people.
It· I accept this dil emma
as the blue print of our soc iety
should I stri\'e to separate from a
peop le who have never and wil l
ne\'er acct:pt me as equa l? Or,

testing. The mix of people was
incredible. There were gay men
of all colors. I sa w le sbian s
arrive arm in arm, heterosex ual
couples and men. and wo men
who did not reflect their sexuali ty in their dress or ni anneri sms.
The group was shown how to
put a condom 011 a rubber pen is,
dental dams on a rubber vagina,
lubrication procedures and an
explanation of the testing meth ods. I wondered if everyone in
the room w.as seco11d gue ssin g
themselves; ~uesti on i ng whether
they had t~ted the wrong person or shameful because of infidelity, indiscretion or irresponsible behavior.
When I entered the clinic room to give blood, I looked

at th e tu bes in th e tr ay an
th o ught of my cousin who
departed too soon. I wi '\h she
h ad kn o"' n tl1at ~ht> had the
power to prevent her 'lt•,11!1 A.t
that poi11t I felt thal 1t '' :t'.'.'t n1y
ob li gation to encour:1ge ev(' r)'
one to make a date \\ ith dc:-.1iny
and fi nd out the truth .
So I' ll wa it a \\'ee k 10
fi nd out if I wil l be rai sing funds
to prolong my li fe or celebrating
the fact that I ha\'e been lucky.
Lucky. Wh at a way to put it. I
do have control ove r whether or
not I contract AIDS. Empower
yourse lves. Don't leave it to
luck!

•

The \Vriter iJ· a )1Jn1r11· ir1 the
College of Arts arid Sc·ierlL' f!.~.
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shou ld I stay here and try to make

lhe best life fo r myself. despite the
odds? If you thin k abou t it too
l1ard it can almost be demoralizing,
real izing that you are work ing
toward something you can never
reach unle_ss someone gives it to
you. It seems that you can fight all
you \\'ant. like they did in lhe Ci\•il
Rig·hts Move1nent when blood,
sweat. and tears were required to
put laws on the books - bu1then an
all whi te j ury can decide that no
laws were broke n. Wh at's the
answer - who knows? I' m sorry to
sa}' that racial equality and rac ial
separation st:e1n to be two equall y
implausible dreams.
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The ~vriter is a former '11e111ber of
tl1e Howard Uni\1ersit)1 NAACP

J ewish A1nericans ...A People to Learn From
the Holocaust. The devastation
'
on her face after the interview
On April 26, 199} The told the story. Tl1e wo1na11 told
Holocaust Museum will open in of the squalid condi ti ons at 1he
Washington, D.C. commemorat-· conce 11tration ca111ps and how
ing the slaugh ter of over 5 1nil- she sa w 1na11y people· slaughlion Jews by Adolf Hit ler. Th is tered like ani mals.
A 1n<1zingly, th is co lis <I landmark victory in the hist6ry of the Jewish people, show- league sl1ared witl1 tne that even
ing that the U.S. recognizes the after al l these yea rs of the
degradation of them during the Ho locaust, as a Gern1an, she
Holocaust. The 1nuseum nlay fee ls very guilty about what hapbecoll\e the Mecca for Jews in pened. She had 11othing whatsothis country. It is said that the ever to do \Vith it, but her face
Holocausl was the worst mas'- was torn with cont"usion, anguish
sac re of a people in the historY and sadness. Perh aps , there is
of the world. killing one third of something n1ore to be lea r11ed
all Jewish people. Th ey were from thi~ by black Americans
from the expe rience of th e
vittims because of the thei
, r reli gio us be liefs. Today. there Je\vish people.
Black A·meri cans should
re1na in s to be hundreds of thou·
sand s of Jews in th is country, take notes by the way in whi ch
many of them survivors of the Jew ish people l1ave passed down
Holocaust. I tal ked to a fel low the ir legacy ot· the Holocaust as
co ll eag ue who is a journalist pa rt of their hi story never to be
working in D.C. Coincidentall y, forgotten. In co n1pari ng slavery
she was a native from Germany, tu the Holocaust, both were terri d oi ng a feature sto r y on a ble 1nassacres. Ho wever, th e
woman who was a survivor of slavery of blacks may be worse

Monica Colclough

because they weren' t persecuted
for thei r be li efs, but s im p ly
because they were blac k.
O ve r and ove r at
Howa rd, I a lways he ar how
important it is 10 leil.m your hi story. Unfo rtunat ely, what I do
hear a lot of the time is people
who ei ther don ' t know their history, do11' t care to find out about
their history or people who are
in denial th at their roots are from
Africa. All three are detrimental
to this race. The reason why it is
important to kn ow where you
came fro111 is to understand that
th ings dido ' t happen in a vacu·
um, but things are the way they
re because of all of the events
that oc c urred in the pa st .
Secondl y, a people with out an
identity are a people without .a
future. We must understand that
as African· American s that our
past is nothing to be ashamed of,
but our culture is filled with a
rich past. As the Jewish people
have done, we must continue to
pass on the legacy of slavery as

our past, to our family and chi!·
dren to never let anyone forget
what we suffered . It is a pity
th at a lot of people know what
the Holocau st was but have no
idea wh at the Middl e Passage
was. I think sometimes AfricanAmericans are in denial about
thei r past and try to sw~e p it
under the rug.
On the contrary, Jew s
recog11ize their horrible past and
will never forget. They have
become stronger as a ·result of
the Holocaust, the black race has
become weaker. If we don' t care
what happened to us, everyone
else sure as hell won' t. Every
race that ha s been persecuted
and humiliated has been given
their reparation : the Native
Americans, the Japanese and
most recently the ack11ow ledg ment of the Holocaust on the

Mall. Blacks never received the
forty acre s of land and a mule
they were promised.
If we don ' t demand
what's rightfully ours, this gov -

emment will never give it to us.
Je ws have b uil t th eir ow n
schools, fo rmed their own con1muniti es and have beco me one
of the most prosperous groups of
peopl e in thi s co untry. Their
attitude is ''the hell with i1ltegr"tion and being dependent on the
white man, I' ll bu ild my own
bus in ess." And chis is what
black Americans need to do.
While sometimes I think
inte grati on ma y have bee n the
worst thing that ever happened
to this race, we must understand
th atount il we have ou r own ,
instead of begging Mr. Charli e
for food. clothes and shelter; we
are still apart of an even worse
slavery: th at o f che mind . A
famous man once said that if you
can control a man 's ntind and the
way he thinks then you don ' t
have to worry about him revolt·
ing, because you already know
what he will do. We are the only
race of people that continues to
make the san1e mi stake s o ver
and ove r aga in : I 960 's ri ots,

1993 L.A. riots. black on black
crime. drug abuse etc. I honest!)
be li eve if mc)re people letirned
about their history. ,1hus k11owing
oneself. the se san1e 1nistakes
would not occu r ove r and over
ae:ai n. A wise 1na11 ;:1lso sai d if
people don't know 1heir history
they will repeat it.
Lastly, Jews are not perfec t people. but we as AfricanAmericans can takes note"' fro1n
what they have done as a per~e
cuted people. Tht:} ha\e ove r-·
come th e night 1nare of th e
Holocaust which only l1apprned
in 1939. and surpassed ma11y
peoples in this country. Over I 0
million Africa11s died in the niiddle passage and in slavery. Thi ~
is enough to sti r up anger i11 me
to mO\'e tO\\'ard positive change
fo r our people. · Ou r ancestors
didn' t die for notbi11g!
0

Th e writer ts ll grrRlt1ari11g .
seni o r 111 the School of
Corn111unications.
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Sunda)', April 11

W<dnes<lay, April J 4

Call to Cl1apel

Main Umpus

A journey into the Universe
ofRhythm and Motion

11 :00 am - 6:00 pm

Sponsored by HU Theatre Ans Dept.

Food And Clothing Vendors

ll:OOam

Sunday, April l I

HU Picnic
HU Law School Campus

Music By:

Music B>· Vid~ DJ
Blackburn U:nter Ballroo m
Sl0.00 General Admission
10,00 pm - 2,00 am

One Step Beyond, Y_oung Guru, and others.
FREE Admissio'n

$5 Ht; Students, $1 0 Non -HU
7:00 pm

\

C t"n1tr

FREE Admiision · 5:00 pm

12:00 noon - 6:00 pm

Wcdntroay, April 14
Sarwday, April 17 .

Musical Extravaganza

Step Show

Friday, April 16

Cramron Auditorium
SS HU Students, S7 Non-HU
7,30 pm

R&B Concert
Artist To Be Announced
Cram[On Auditorium
10,00 pm

Monday, April 12

Poetry Reading
by Sonia Sanchez

•

Paul Howard & INK,

lr;i. Aldridge Theatre

Cabaret

Gallery Lounge, Blackburn

Sarwday, April 17

Friday, April 16

Yard Bazaar

Andrew Rankin Chape l

,

Thursday, April J 5

Fashion Show

•

Franklin Williams Center
5th & T uckcrman St. NW
$10 HU Students, $12 Non-HU
6,00 pm

Sunday.April 18

Salute to Black Achievers

$5 Ht; StudcnlS, $7 Non-HU
Cr.amton Auditorium
7,30 pm

Featuring Maya Angelou, Karen AJcxander,

•

Richard Smallwood, Tanya Heidelberg
Blackburn Restaurant
$7 HU S[udcn[s, $12 Non~HU

•

3,00 pm
,...,, ...,.,April 13

AIDS-N-YOU

Sf'«iaL

81.ckbwn C.nlM

FREE Admiuion

Sunday, April 18

•

Gospel Concert

7~H~<t t<>-

F<aruring Richard Smallwood

7:00 Ml

Tickets on sale at Cram lon ~l, S/\T~N

•

euul- ANHEUSER BlTSCH

Cram.ton Auditorium
HU Studenu, $10 in adv, SJ 2 at door
Non-HU, S15 in adv, $18.50 at door
pm

•
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High Hopes for University Students in Jamaica
Patterson's style of politics.
''Patterson wa s very pro-active
Jamaican students at Howard. clnd he appealed to the mas ses .
University have giveh thumbs up We can only hope that this will
to the newly -e lected People continue," Mcintosh said. ''The
Nati~al Party (PNP) Government
Jamaican people, however, have
led by Percival Patterson and they high expectations of the present
are expecting a high performance. government and expect them to
The Jamaican elections were fulfil l their obligations or else
held March 30, returning the PNP they will feel the tieat. We want
with 53 of the 60 parliamentary what is best for the country, and I
seats: the remaining seven seats believe we're taking steps in the
went to the opposition Jamaican right direction .''
Labor Party (JLP).
Another Jamaican, Cynthia
Oliver Mcintosh, president of Smith, a sophomore majoring in
the
Caribbean
Students' psyc hology, said, ''In terms of
Association and a senior majoring co nsiste ncy, I think that the
in finance. saw the election results People 's National Party shou ld
as ''an expected one'' because of have an opportunity to continue

By Prudence Layne
Hilltop Staff Writer

the work that they have started.
Hopefully, some good will come
of their new tenure in off\ce."
But Trevor Golding, a student
majoring in finance, was seemingly neutral toward the election
outcome. ''Basically, I ' m for

whatever is best_for Jamaica .
1
Since the people ha'\le returned the
present government to power, we
can only hope that they can do
good things for the country."
Meanwhile, Patterson, popularly known as ''P.J.," announced
on Monday the names of the people present in his 17-member cabinet in which he is also the
Minister of Defense.
The cabinet includes the following individuals: Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of
Agriculture, Seymour Mullings ;
Minister of Finance, Hugh Small;
Minister of Labor and Welfare,
Portia Simpson; Minister of
Construction, 0. Ramtallie ;

Minister of Water and Transport,
Horace Clarke; Mini ster of Public
Utilities, Mining and Energy,
Robert Pickersgill ; Min ister of
Foreign Affairs and Foreign
Trade, Dr. Paul Ro be rt so n :
Minister of Legal Affairs, David
Coore; Minister of Tourism,
Commerce and Industry. Carlyle
Dunkley : Mini s ter of Na tional
Security and Ju sti ce, K . D .
Knight ; Mini s ter of Public
Service and Environ1nent, Easton
Douglas; Minister of Education
and Culture, Burchell Whiteman ;
Minister of Health , De s mond
Leakey; Mini s te r of Local
Government ,
Yo uth
and
Community Develo pment , John

Local organization implements help Nicaraguan youth
By Prudence Layne
Hilltop staff Writer
A Washington-based humani tarian organizarion is mobilizing
su pport to ease the suffering of
many Nicaraguan children 'who
are forced to ply the risky streets
of the Central American country
to 1nake a living.
Quest for Peace's coordinators
Dol o re s Pomerleau and Rev .
William Call a t1an issued a joint
statement last week noting that
the organization was expanding a
program directed at these children
called School Supplies for

"'Feeding the hungry, healing the

sick, comforting the afflicted ... are
indeed God's work .... Bu sh has.
demcinstrated the American people
will do their part to help bring thi s
tragic suffering to an end," cited an
editorial in the New American, Jan.
11.1993.
The article addressed the United
States military involvement in
Son1alia-as a n '' humanitari an''
effort.
•
While the American media drew
attention to the c ri sis in Somali a
long before the run-up to the last
November presidential elections.
George Bush. the then U.S . .president. only deployed U_.S. forces in
Son1alia in September. a mov e
mp.n}' viewed as long overdue.
However, the issue is that both the
famine and U.S. military intervention in Somalia span over a decade.
''The suddenness with which
Somalia leaped into the fronl pages
and claimed copious air time on
tel ev is ion and radio around th e
World created the impression of a
crisis that is newly developed. But
tha1 is far from the truth ," according
to the October issue of the monthly
World Press Review.
The fight between the Soviet

Nicaragua. Thi s campaign is
expected to gather food stuff, 50
tons of pencils. pens and si11.1ple
school supplies to keep rural education alive.
Since the collapse of the
Nicaraguan economy, the Violetta
Chamorra government s la shed
fund s to several social programs,
including health and education,
forcing many children unto the
street s to trade their wares for
food. ConSequently. a major
blow was dealt to the Quinchos
School in the capital of Managua
when government fund s were
stopped. The school allows chi!-

t-•· .,

al

the

Peabody

Cons~rvatory

•

•

in
Baltimore where she
is completing her
Naida
third year of a double music major concurrent with
mathematics studies at John s
Hopkins University.
Born in 1974 to CanadianSouth African parents, Cole has
an international outlook on her
life, having done solo engagements in recent years in Europe,
Africa, the Middle East and
Southeast Asia. In addition, she
ha's performed throughout
Canada and the United States.
Sh~ has also appeared as guest
artist with Canada 's leading
orchestras: CBC Vancouver~

dren who sell in the streets in the
day to get a meal and an education.
According to the release: ''The
QUest for peace is now ,challenging the top-down , U.S. policy of

Union and the United States to conIn Somalia, arms expenditure
trol the Horn of Africa during the amounted to about 10 percen1 of the
Cold War has left a continuing lega- gross national product.
cy of neo-cOlonalism in Somalia.
Th e Uni,ted Nations, World
According to the November issue of Bank. ln1emational Monetary Fund.
the Middle Easl Poli cy: "'During and U.S. Slate Deparlment showthe 1970s and 1980s. the Hom was ered the Marxi st regimes of Barre in
the si1e of one of the largest military Somalia with billion s of dollars in
build-ups in the Third World . An aid, even after the regimes' totalitares1imated $ 15 billion worth of anns, ian policies were exposed. accordasso rted military equipment and ing to the biwei;kly New Ainerican .
training were provided."
The ntilitary funding of the Siad
The $2 billion retreat of the Barre dictatorship by the Carter
Sovi e t Union from Somalia to administration represents one of the
Ethiopia in the 1970s left an open United States most exploitative forinvitation for the United States to eig n policies that went virtually
secure a spot in one of the world 's unreported by the American media.
slr ateg ica lly vital Joca1ions, . . _
According to the December issue
Somalia.
of the New Internationali st of New
Between 1953 and 1977. the York, Siad Barre 's 21-year-rule had
United Slates sent $600 million to one of the ··worst records for arbiSomalia. According to a December trary imprisonment execution and
1992 iss ue of The Paper, in 1980 torture in all of Africa ... ln 1988-89
under the Carter administration, the his forces killed 50,000 civilians... "
United States sent the Siad Barre
In the fall of 1989, it was report·
dictatorship ''$ 187 million in mili- ed that the United States suspended
tary equipment, including 4.800 funding in protesl to a ''long pattern
M16 rines, 282 TOW missiles and of' human rights abuses of the Siad
18 155-millimeier howitzers . And Barre regime."
in
1982,
the
Pentagon 's
However, the blatant delay to
International Military Education and halt military funding until 1989 and
Training Program spent $6.7 million the $40 million in financial assi sto provide 357 Somal ia military lance that was awarded to Somalia
officers wilh continuing mjlitary by 1he United S1ate s after they
education."
assumed aid suspension. suggests

Renowned pianist to
perform in District
Internationally acclaimed
pianist Naida Cole will bring her
musical talents to the Hall of the
Americas at the 10rganization of
American States (OAS) on I 71h
Street and Constitution Avenue,
N.W., next Tuesday at 8:30 p.m.
Cole, a Canadian, is currently a
pupil
of
the
renowned
performer-teachers ttr
Leon
Fleisher ~ -f.
(pianist) and Emily
Controulis (flutist)

-

Orche stra , Toronto Syn1phony
Orchestra, Toronto Philharmonic,
National Arts Center Orchestra
and
Montreal
Symphony
Orchestra.
When she was four years old,
Naida embraced the violin as her
fir st in strument of study; soo n
thereafter, she added
piano and flute to
her musical regime .
Naida has been privileged to study
under the leading

pedagogues

df

today; on lhe piano,
with
Debbie
Piotrowski , Marina
Cole
Geringas and Marc
Durand; on the flute , with Doug
Stewart and Julius Baker.
Last year March, she was honored by the YTV Achievement
Award for Most Outstanding
Achjevement in Instrumental
Music; and in June, she swept the
Canadian Music Competitions by
winning both the Grand Prize for
the International Stepping Stone
Class
and
the
Monost
Outstanding Performance of the
commissioned work, titled
Wednesday,
by
Walter
s ·uczynski .

'Structural adjustment' which
favor s investors , banks and
Nicaraguan elites at the expense
of the poor who face an unemployment rate of 55 percent and
gutting of the health care system,
schools and social services.
''While urging reconciliation,
the government 's policies have
done little to address the social
problems of lack of jobs, health
care, universal education, land
reform and population growth.
The 'trickle down' policies do not
alleviate the social injustice:, :hat
shape Central American society."
On the contrary, Pomerleau

and Callat'i ~1n said they supported
a policy of liberating development
which fo sters development from
the bottom . To that end, their
assistance is 10 projec1s which the
rural people c hoose and which
often pro\•ide jobs and internal
markets.
''Our aid supports small producers and assists people to gel
homes. jobs and the heal1h care
and education 1.hat they desire.''
they said.
Pers on s wanting ·to get
•
involveo in these efforts can contact Quest for Peace at (301) 6990042 .

that the United States suspen sion
was not just a protest to human
righ1s abuses.
According 10 Middle Eas1
Policy. which is published in
Wa shington , D.C., the Horn was
beg inning to dim ini sh in global
geo poli1i ca l value. The United
States wanted to divest before the
Hom Jost i1s global value.
In January 1992, the UN
in1posed an embargo on the sale of
armaments to Somalia. On April
24. the Security Council established
a UN operation in Somalia; and in
Augu st 1992 , U .S. troop s were
deployed to Mogadishu. The U.S.funded regime of Barre had lefl a
cataclysm of war tom di saster and
famine in Somalia that was now
ready to be absolved by its Uni1ed
States protagonists.
The famine has taken over 300
000 Jives so far; thousand continue
to die each day. The cost of buying
military weapons and maintaining a
cen tralized military state has di srupted food production. Ruling dictatorships put a higher priority on
fundin g the s tate with foreign
exchange than on feeding the hun-

ed for more than half government
spe nding in all of th e Horn
stat es ... Ca pi ta 1-i n te ns ive ex port
agricul1ure helped plunge the region
into debt and soaked up resourcesland and capital - needed for food
production . Somalia \ve nt from
food se lf-suffi cie11 cy ir1 the early
1970"s 10 one of n1osl foo<l -depe11dent countries in Africa by the mid'
1980s. ''
The deployn1en1 of 28.000 U.S .
troops to Son111lia under the guise of
a ''humanitariar1 effort'' came three
day s before the Re publi can Part y
convention . The $583 1nillion dollars in U.S. assistance given to aid
dying Somalian s in th ei r fight
against desert •·war lords'' guarantees that the United Slates· presence
in The Horn will not be t1hated.
President Clinton has pledged his
supporl and the early proposa l by
fonner President Bush to withdrawal troops by the end of February
seems like a whisper.

gry.

According to the December issue
of the New Int ernationalist:''
... Military expenditure has account-

Vanessa Ra:ve is a sopho1nore
majoring in politic:al .i cience at
Spelman College. S/1e 1-1·ants to
c:onlinue dialogue on Somalia
and ca 11 be t:ontacted at 350
Spelma11 Ln., Box 955, Atlanta,
GA 30314; or ca/1404-681 ·
0036.

Junor; and Dr. Omar Davies and
Dr. Peter Phillips, ministers without porfolio.
On Saturday, the prime minister said at the swearing-in ceremony that the country should gear
itself for unprecedented levels of
mobilization in human development siilce education and training
were prerequi s ites to develop ment.
'' We have to improve the
knowledge ba se . the te c h-ff'ical
skills and innovative capacity of
our people if we are to be able to
compete in the international market," Patterson said .

New tax laws
imposed on
International
students
A new interpretation to the
tax code by the lr1t e rnal
Re\•enue Service (IRS) has been
directed at the intcrnatiur1al
commu nity.
According to the Gover11ment
Affairs Bulletin, Voll11ne 9, No .
I, all nonresidents with F. J and
M visas are required 10 fil e a
statement along with the 1:1x
form 1040NR . whether or not
they have income from a U.S.
source.
The stipulation is that i11dividual s who were employed and
received wage s subj ec ted to
wi thh oldi n g n1ust fi le the
I 040N R and lh e s1at.en1e nt by
April 15. Moreover. indi viduals
who did not receive wa ges 111u <;t
till tile the for111 l.tnd St<1ICITIC!ll
'no later than J line 15.
According to the IRS. the
s t<1lc111ent s hciulcl be titled
''Foreign
St udcn t/Teac h er/Tr1.1 i11 i r1g
Information. State1nent'' detail ing the bas~s of the indiv idual "s
clain1 to non-reside nt st:1tu s for
tax purposes . T he s t11 1en1e nt
must include the individu,1l' s
•
name. address, U.S. pa)·e r itlcn ·
1
ti ficatio n 11un1bcr (if any). ar1d
U.S. visa nun1bcr (if any): pas<;port number and the country th1.11
issued the passport.
For more infonn11tion co11tact
the Offi ce of Int e rnati o na l
•
Student
Services of )he Di v isio11 of
Student Aft.airs i11 Ar111our .J .
Bla c kburn U11i ver1,; it y Ce11 tc r
Roo111 119.

International
organizations
begin elections
Two international student
organizations at Howard

School of Engineering , lobby
entrance; and Armour J .

University are conducting gen-

Blackburn University Center,

eral elections this month . They
are the Caribbean Students

outside the Punch Out.
Applications for ASA's
new executive are to be
returned at this evening's meeting at the Blackbum Center at

Association (CSA) and the
African Students Association

(CSA).

The CSA's elections are 5 p.m. Elections for the post of
today and there are two slates . President and vice-president
Under the ''New Generation'' will be on April 23.
Meanwhile, the CSA'•
banner are : Che KeensDouglas, president; Betty Caribbean Week runs from
Alleyne, vice-president; Nicole Sunday until April 17 . The
Jones, secretary; Louisa celebrations will commence
Lawrence, treasurer; and K wesi with a service at the Ranking
Chapel at 11
and this will
Aimes, public relations officer.
The ''Unity is Strength'' be follow ed bJ a Caribbean
platform comprises: Trevor brunch at the Blackbum Center
Golding, president; Stephanny from 12 p.m.-3 p .m. Again on
Flemming, treasurer; Jan Tuesday, a Caribbean Food
Clarke, secretary; and Arthur Festival will be on Tuesday
Mantle, public relations officer. · from 12 p.m.-3 p.m. At 6 p.m..
Polling station will be open there will be a variety show in
•
from I 0 a.m. lhru 6 p.m. al the the School of Engineering at
four locations: Douglas Hall , 6:30 p.m.
The Kaleidoscope fashion
main entrance; School of
Bu-s iness, in front of library; show will be on Thursday.

,m.,
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By Oominlka Proctor
Hilltop Staff.Writer

There they were: all J00,000
of them.
Pictures of sn1iling cclebri t ie.s. 111odcls a11d eve11 ordi nary
folk s w ho posed f or fa111ily pho-

'
I

~I

IClg raph s we re a rr a n ge d in a
sy1nbolic collage.

r'

Th is ti111e they weren' t repre-

\ c11ting Revlon or Gt1ess j ean s

or McDonaltl's restaurants. The
100.{}()()

'

f:lces here represe nt the

11t1111b cr of

face less. na ine less

pClllJlc killed i11 the \1ideo garnet1J...c llc rsi:1n \iti lf \Var.
r o ll!' ll ll lldrc d thirt y- nin e

tv.li- by -four 1·aot cn ll;:1gc pa11cls
v.•crc ;1s~c111b!ed i11 <I r11azc that
\VC;l\'\.'d 1/1r11l1gh the g)1mnasiun1
:11 Gll ll/<1g:1

H igh Schoo l la s t

v. t:Ck .
C\'c ry co rn er there was
a 11other :111tl )"Cl a11cJtl1er face that
served :1\ 11 con stant reminder of
1\t

•

11<1''' 111;111y people '''e re J...illcd in
tile: ··tight l'.<l<- Ua lty·· \\'aT.

,

0

The collage was made of
magazine clipping s which
included photographs of models
and celebrities . There was one
panel made of photo s from a
congregatio"n 's photo album
whi c h evo ked SY'fTlpathy from
o nlookers; there was another of
only black and white photos.
The l 00,000 Faces project
started when Jennifer Lindberg,
24, and Patricia King, 25, both
Mennonite ac tivi sts, decided to
put face s with the numbers of
c a sualtie s they heard reported
after the war.
Later, other people heard
about what they were doing and
began assen1bling panels for the
project .
··our generation has experien c ed this war like it was a
Nintendo game and wa s n ' t
he lped to under-stand lthe casualties involved] . That made it
real e asy . to forget ," Lindberg
said .
J_indberg -said that during the

e e

rates

initial stages of the project, she
requested that panel submissions
include a variety of races.

war and to humanize the casualties of war.
''It is really our point to over-

"One panel will stand out in my memory.
That panel was covered with faces cut
from actual photographs-the kind you
find in a family album or a church directory. Overall, it reminded me a lot of a
collage made after a cflurch picnic.
Amongst this sea offaces, these alone
feel familiar-like family. My family, my
community, Precious people. "
However, Lindberg said that it
was ''somewhat problematic
because people of color are hard
to find in most magazines in the
U.S."
The aim of the I 00,000 face s
project is to provide a constant
reminder to the de struction of

whelm people by the volume,"
Lindberg said.
Some questioned the relationship between magazine photos and their repre sentation of
war victim s.
··1 don ' t think they should
have u sed picture s , of the

celebrities because it makes it
seem fake and abstract. The
exhibit is not doing anything by
u s ing c elebrities," Patrick
Sulli val . 18 , a Senior 'a t
Gonzaga High School said.
Others di sagree . They say
that by using the photographf of
well known individuals, people
will be able to understand the
devastation of war.
''It make s people realize how
major it was seeing 100,000 pictures that re present those who
died . .. it 's an unbelievable
amount , " Vince Terlep, 17 a
Senior at Gonzaga High School.
About halfway through the
maze tl1cre wa s a table with a
journal. so that people who were
motivated had an opportunity to
write about what they had seen.
Herc's what one admirer,
who did not sign a name, wrote:
··one panel will stand out in
my memory . That panel wa s
co vered with face s cut from
ac tua l photographs -the kind

Hilltop Staff Writer
Fi., 1c area f'i lm 111akers won
,l \\ :1r<l : :. at t he Th i rd An11u a l
l~o:-. c b l1 d A\vard s Sh o w cas e
t\1 :1rch 26 - 27. O ne hon o ree,
V..1 1l lc C . M oore. hai led fro m
l-l 1l\\'Urll Uni vers ity.
··Turtle Boal Head:' by Malt
Di h b lc: and Y. Da\ 1d Cht1n g ,
rl'l'Ci,cd Bc..,t of Sho\\'. For the ir
\\cir!.... Dibhlc a nd C hu ng
1el'.Ci \•c:<l S250. a $500 gift ccr1il1L·;i1c a11d ::i tropb y by_ Cry stal
l".1!111cr ()f 1!1c M ~1 y or' 5. Offi ce o r
ti ll'
,\ 101 1011
Picture a nd
'l'i.:le\ 1-. it1r1
Dc\·elo pm e nt ,
.\'1/a ... l1111gton , D:C.
'' t\1 1111111;1g:~ A11 ;\ppalachian
f t)J!...t i.l !C. ·· h) 1'0 111 a nd M i111i
D:1 \ c 11port: ·· 1 R u11 a nd Fee l
R l1ir1:
Sce ne s,' · by David
P l~ 1c rs cr1 a11d J cn 11i fe r Be m an ;
1

l.

1

·· Gha1111 Folktale Jamm , •• by
Willi e C . Moore and ''Lisa's
Room ," by Alan Price also
re ceived award s. They were
al so presented $250 and a trophy.
''Turtle Boat Head'' was
eight minute s of images contra s ting the expf;rience of a
Ko rean man who lived through
1he Japane se occupation, World
War II and the Ko rean War fith
his pre se nt life beh i nd the
counte r of a convenience store.
·· Mut z mag ,
An
Appalachian Folktale'' was a 53
minute movie about a girl named
Mutzmag who outwits a couple
of c annibal ogreS to save her sis1ers and two neighbors.
'' I Rurt and Fe e l Rain:
Sce ne s·· was a 17 minute story
o f a you11g man with a mental

disability and the world around
him.
Moore' s ''Ghana folktale Jamm'' was a 15 minute ani mated version af the African
folktale ''How Ananse wa s
Punished for his Bad Manners.''
Moore is president of
Plum Willie Animation and an
assistant professor in the
Univer s ity' s Department of
Radio, TV and Film.
''Lisa's Room'' was nine
minutes of computer animati o n
and time-elapse special effect s
that explores the parallel s of this
social s y s tem and that of the
microscopic world.
The fi ve winners will be
screened as part of FILMFEST
DC at the ·A111erican Fil111
Institute. at the Kennedy Center
on Saturday. April 24 at noon at
2:30 p.m . They were previously

screened as part of the Rosebud
Nominee Showca s e at the
Biograph Theater.
The winner s were
selected by finali st judges fro1n
the 20 semi -finali sts out of 180
entries.
Maryland Film commission were also final judges .
The five runners- up
each recei ved $50 and a framed
certifi cate .
Fo rmer Uni versity film
nlajor s Eri c McClain, Tony
Starnes. Tin1 Wil son and Chuck
Young made it to the ·semi- final s
for ''Apple Crun1b Pani c !''
Thi s wa s a narrative
about an unu sual day in the life
or a hi cyclc courier ass igned to
deliv e r a packa ge at the la s t
minute.
An independent panel of

j ud ge:-. se lec ted the nominee s
fro1n work s produ ced between
January I , 1991 and January 3,

1993.

ed

Rosebud . which is fund1n part by the D.C.

Injectable contraceptive finally in U.S.
I

By TaNoah V. Sterling and
Tt'tomya Hogan
f-i"l!top S1aff Reponer

I

you find in a fami.ly album or a
church directory. There were
snapshots of weddings and
birthdays . There were posed
photos and candid shots .
Overall , it reminded me a lot
of a collage made after a church
picnic . Among s t this sea of
faces, these alone feel familiar- like family. My family, my
community. Preciou s people."
Another person, who simply
signed Brett, felt the meaning
and spirit of the exhibit .
''This was a powerful way to
portray how large a number
I 00,000 can be . It wa s quite
moving," he wrote.
,
Lindberg s aid s he hope s
those who were willing to share
their thoughts about the project
will be able to get their wo rk
publi shed.
''We're ho ping to do something with it s o that we can
share people 's respon se s," s he
said.

Local awards honor University professor
By Thomya Hogan

I

eace

•

,\mc r1ca·s lirst injectable form
~ l l. bi 11!1 ..·tintro l. Depo- Provera
('tJ11!r<1l·~·pti\' l' lnjcctio11 is now
:1\aii,1!)JL' t<l Ame1ican won1en.
l l 1c co ntraceptive. whicl1 is
t 111 l)' <tV.'.li !alJlc 1!1rougl1 .'.l doctor. is
u ... cd in !ll( J!"C tl1a n 90 co un1ries
1 1>d ~1y <111d ha-. heen used by 1nil li(i11-. o r \\'(l lTIC!l si11ce 1969. It has
or1ly hcccJ111c a\:ai lable to Wtlmen
111 1!11 ~ cour1lr)' a, fe\V 1nonths ago
1hrol1gh The Upjohn Company.
l)epo-l>rovcra is a liquid injec·
tion th11t pro\ ides contraceptive
protec tion for three mollths. It is
1n<>re th;i n 99 perce nt effec tive,
n1ak ing it 011e of the most reliable
:-.dtircc ... of binh control available.
It works by i11hibiting 0 \1ula1ion. t)r the pr(x1 uction of an egg
in !he ov<try which is uiggered by
"i g n cil ~ fro111 pituitary hormones
in the hrt1in.
S urfil: ie11t level s of the horn1u nc progl'.'-le r_o ne - either in
11t1tt1ral 1·orm ort hro ugh the drug
- in tc rt·cre with ttic production
oi· 1/1c pit l1itary hormones, thus
inhibiti ng ovulation.
T he me)st common side effect
re po rted by , \\'Otn e n us in g the
produc t is irregul ar or unpre dictable bleeding o r spotting.
Ot her s id e effects includ e
po te 11t ial we ight gain and
headaches.
The drug is not recommended
1·o r won1en with undiagnosed
vag inal bleeding, breast malignancy. thromboembolic disorders,
cerebral vascular disease or liver
dys1·u11ctjons.
'' Depo~ Provera is a novel con1

tracepti\ C that for the first time
offers American women a highly
effec tive, long-lasting and easily
reversible birth control o ption,''
said Jack J . Jackson , Senior Vice
Pre s ident of Pharmaceutical
Ope ration s at The Upjohn
Compa11y.
Howard student s, however
have mixed fee lings about the
(lrti g. So1ne are s till s keptical
about il.
''Heck no! I can' t see anyone
injecting anything into me to prevent me from ovulating,'' said
Tiffany Yarn, a senior. ''I need a
little bit more research.''
''It's up to the person. It's just
1

another type of birth control . Of
course the injec tions have more
side effects . I would not use it
though ,.. said graduate student
Kathleen Robergeau.
Other student" have more
liberal views.

''As long as il has been proven
effec tive and y ie ld s fe w if any
side effects, I don' ! see it being a
problem . It's that person 's decision." said Zachary Robbins, a
junior. '"All contraceptives have
some side effects."

Commi ssion on the ArtS and the
National Endowment · fo r th e
Arts , was founded in 1990. It s
purpose is to help new talent in
the area get exposure throug h its
competitions and showcases.

Graduate
Nurses...
What are you looking for
· in a nursing c.areer? .
li!Strong encouragement and wpport frx your
gOils rif'Thorough orientation, geared 10 your
own education and experience ~Membersh ip on
one of the WOrkf's~ ~rniai'6iFteims
!ifPatient and family orienled practic-t! g".~l-iite

and off.Sile continuing educatioo !ifwor ld< lai.s
challenges £!flhe possibility to grow whetl1er in
clinical practice, management, research or
education lifFlexible scheduling ~Cornpe! llive
salary & benefits if Pfogressive lc<hnology
fi(Oiverse range of clinical special ities

What are you looking
for in a place to liver
~A beati.iful midwcstem city ol 70.i1)0
~A community ol professionals lif'Recreati0t1a l

and rultural opportunrues for all season~
8'Cosmopolftan atmosphere in an internationally
known medical center

Look into Mayo Medical Center,
Rodoester, MOtwlE!SOta
for infonnation:

Mayo Medical Cent€<,
Nursing Recruitment,

P.O. Box 6057.
Rochester, MN 55903-6051

1-B00-247-8590

Mayo foundation is an affirmative actiOfl and equal

opportunity edUC.llOf and employt>r

DISCOVER THE METHOD OF

IMMEDIATE ENLIGHTENMENT
"The key to a Happy Life" A Lecture By
THE SUPREME MASTER CHING HAI
•

FREE ADMISSION

Summer Storage
Made Easy!
l'ick -Up & Delivery Service
In Locked Individual Units

Master Ching Hai is an advocate of p0ace,Jove and vegetarianism.
Since obtaining her own enlightenment in the Himalayas, Master Chin~ Hai has bee.n an inspi~ation to
thousands of people throughout the world that enlightenment is a practical and obtainable reahty through
inner meditation.
Her teaching on the Quan Yin Method (contemplation on the light and sound), enable you to realize your
highest inner wisdom and to utilize the full potential of your inner power.
She has spoken to audiences in The United Nations, Harvard, C~lu~bi~, Stanford, ~erkeley and UCLA,
giving them a sense of inner peace and love that far exceeds the1r hfe time expectations.
..
.
To be able to see her and hear her teachings is an opportunity that could have a profoundly pos1t1ve effect on
your life. For more information, call (703) 847-0822 Katy, or (301) 236-0268 Gary.
·

Or just bring your things to our facility
175 R St. NE (Just off North Capitol St.)
Washington: DC 20002

582-1117

•

'

Georgetown University
Conference Center
3800 Reservoir Rd. NW
(Entrance 1)
Washington, DC

The Supreme Master Ching Hai

(Please reserve NOW!)

Mon. - Sat. 8:30 - 6

Wednesday, 7:00 PM
April 14, 1993
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Historical Time-line of D.C.'s Chinatown

•

1851- Chiang Kai, purportedly the first to settle in D.C.
1881- Laundries: Lee Ning Harry, Shing Wong Wing, Sing Horp, Sing Wah.
1889- Grocers: Kwong Chong Kee and Lee Samuel. The first Ch!nese Sunday School
was established and maintained by the Calvary Baptist Church.
1901- Sam Sing and Kim Fee Low, restaurants.
1927- When Chinatown was ordered to move from Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, On
Leong Merchants Association led the search for a new site.

I931- The first Chinese school was created to teach Chinese ways and customs, ari!h
metic, and singing.

1935- Rev. C.C. Hung established the first Chinese Christian church in D.C.
1936- The Ching Sing Music Club was formed, and the first musical and art exhibition
was given for the benefit of the Chinese school . .

1951- The Treasury Department announced that Chinese Americans who sent money
back to their families in China could be prosecuted under the terms of "Trading
with the Enemy Act."
·
1
1960s- The Civil Rights Movement in the 1960s inspired many Chinese Americans into

action.

1972- A proposal to build the D.C. Convention Center threatened the physi
cal destruction of Chinatown and "possible relocation of 13% of the
population.''

1975- The Wah Luck House, completed in 1982, was built for low- income
and elderly residents, with priority for those who may be eYicted
by the building of the Convention Center.
1978- Thefirst Asian American radio show, Gold Mountain , was aired on
WPFW-89.3 FM, which is located on H and 7th Streets,
NW.
- President Carter decided to normalize relations with the People's
Republic of China. Supporters and opponents voiced their opinions
concerning his decision.

1983- WCTV (channel 56) began operating and producing
Chinese programs. It now has I0 hours of programing a week and
serves 60,000 Chinese and 30,000 Vietnamese Chinese.

·--·

-~

photos by Shuronda Starks

Spanning across H Street, the Friendship
Alfred H. Liu, a Washington architect, is respon- "sister cities."
... _
sible for the beauty and craft of this delightful
The function of such structures obviously is
Archway is the gateway to the District's
gate. While Liu dealt with the proportions and
wholly symbolic, and the symbolism of this one
Chinatown. In from this gateway, at the key
operates on at least three levels. In an abstract
Chinatown intersection of Seventh and H streets structure, the Beijing Ancient Architectural
Construction Corporation artisans conceived and way it dramatically celebrates the very idea of
NW, is memorable, and in decoration, spectacular.
executed the decorative elements.
cacophonous variety crucial both to the physical
The primary silhouette of the post and
The idea of the gateway itself was prompted by a allure and the economic vitality of cities.
beam archway is cut by three tiled . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . The symbolism of the new gateway
•
roof structures, each with deep
has raised a number of questions.
uptur)1ed eaves, ·weighing an
Most of these are objections raised by
incredible nine'tons a piece. A;'ig·
many Taiwanese inllie.Chinese co111'C' , 2i
f~
"'
saw puzzle of wood brackets fitted
1 ..,--, • ~.~ ~
,
munity here to its joint sponsorship
' l ~ 1·
together with tenons and mortises
1 1, •
by the District and the Communist
1
(not 11sing one nail) made possible
~,"''
government of China. Each of these
11 l\ : ·"·
the levering of the other roofs. The
governments contributed half a mildisuse of.nails is one of the marvels .
lion dollars for construction. This
of traditional Chinese architecture.
fervently anti-Communist faction is
This exquisite piece of architecture
attempting to raise funds for another
is best appreciated, of course, from
gateway 1to be located two blocks eastup close. But the visual enticement
ward, at Hand Fifth Streets, NW.
begins blocks away. .
The thought of the District's small
In addition to the jigsaw brackets
Chinatown being framed by two symand heavy cupped tiles 7,000 in
bolic gateways may seem silly to
all, there are 58 ani711al models as
many, but in all actuality there is
well a number of assorted clouds
nothing wrong with the idea. In fact,
and other memorable replications of nature affixed long list of people and organizations in the local
some good could come out of the addition of a seco the structure. Strong and numerous, the colors Chinese community and in the District governond archway if it intensifi# tM kwl of Chinese_
iire fitted together with airy composure. The
ment• .liifost of the credit should be given to then involvement in the
fife place. The
lt1es, greens, yellows, brilliant golds and deepDisttid mayor- Marion Barry, who sealed the
basic question, of course,
twill be
mahoganys make the gateway shine in the sun,
deal in a trip to Beijing nearly eight years ago,
there to frame a fr:w years from now.
·and when illuminated, brighten the night.
when the American and Chinese capitals became
- -·
t
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Bison show true colors
at Tae Kwon Do
tournament
Victory FROM PAGE Al
fight for his first grand championship title, but said it was more
than worth it .
''I feel great! The only win
that matches thi s one is the time
I beat a beat a black belt when I
was only a green belt," the first

dan black bell said.
He attributed part of his win
to the s uppo rt of fellow team
members, including senior black
belts Sherman Spinks and
Harold Hou s ton . who he said,
helped hi1n with their sideline
coaching.
Multiple title holders Spinks
and Houston did not compete in
the benefit tournament, but
instead , refereed the sparring

co mp e tit io ns. According to
Dong Ja Yang. professor and

founder of Howard's tae kwon
do program, other tae kwon do

schools expressed a concern that
either Spinks or Houston would
capture the grand championship.
In several past tournaments,
Yan g explained, Hous1on and
Spinks often sparred their way
to the final rounds and ended up
spa rring one another for the

grand ti1le. Yang added that their
decision, as well as internationa ll y accla im ed co mpetit9r
Partice Remark 's decision not to
co mpet e, was very com mend able.
''By their own will, they
chose not to compete and that
shows a high level of maturity.

By giving up the glory of themse lve s. th ey gave ot her team
members a chance to advance in
tae kwon do . Setting aside one's
own glory is an i1nportant e le ri1e nt of martial ar t s," Yang
explai11ed.
Team captain Spinks said he
enjoyed the chance to referee
while his tca111 members carried
on the team's winning tradition.

"'We (top three black bells)
didn 't compete and Howard still
won the championship . That just
proves that we have a talented
team at all levels. Everyone

played exceptionally well,"
Spinks, who is also the nation 's
top ranked middl~ weight competitor, said .
Houston agrbed.
''Of cou rse my instinct made
me want to go out there and be8t
up on a few people, but it didn ' t

really bother me becau se I knew
other senior belts had what it
takes to compete and win the
championship," the fir s t dan
Black belt said.
The International Council for
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation ( JCHPER ) Be nefit
Tournament was organized and
directed by team coach
Summory Alpha . After t wo
month s of long, hard work , he
~ sa id the effort that he and
n1:1merous volunteers put out
was worth the ''sweet satisfaction'' they got in the end.
''I was really impressed with
the turnout . Thi s was just our
first tournament and th e
re sponse was fabulous. I think
we can take thi s tournamen t to
an internation al level and put
How-ard at the forefront of the
tae kwon do tourname nt spon sors," the 16 year tae k·won do
veteran and Maste r in s tru c to r
said.
•
Yang, who is the Secrelary
General of ICHPER , sa id he
wants to get .as many as 700
competitors from other countries
at next Y.e ar 's tournament .

Student demands
medical attentio'n .
Medical FROM PAGE Al
Howard University Hospital.
Spruill said she thinks the
exposure she has received from
Channel 7 and her conditi on is
why the doctors have permitted
her to stay overnight in Howard
"
.
,_,_ ....
Uniyersity HoS.pila.1. , ·
.According to General
Counsel, the University tries to
avoid litigation that may arise
from such incidents and hopes
that none wil I be pursued .
Smith said the nonnal procedU.re
·- ~

~'

.

after s uch occurrences is to
'
examine wha t happened
and
determine how
. the Uiliversi~y
.
.
may have been liable.
''A lawsuit is the fart hest
thing from 1ny mind . People
think it 's all about t.he money.
All I' m trying to do right now is
get better," Spruill said. '' I want
my speech back. and I want to
be able to walk around on campus. People, including myself,
take things !ike that for granted ."
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W•kome to the EniNICGOl.O HAIR CAREPl!ODUCTS FAMILY. W• takt pridtin our d...lq>montol pure
and natural hair car• products that coot1in oo onlmal proltfns or pilO!llta.
Why not ust animal proteins? If )00 think bod, !her• ha,. betn nu"""'"' t.i..islorl broadcasts si'owlnc
disened animals awalti"i slauahtei. lhere Is noway to be Slit tithe 1nlmals stat• ol htJ!th at the timo d
<loath. Moro Importantly. why k!Ti the llttlt animals for thtlr oil anyway?
Many hair and skin cart rompanles use plaootta (placonta Is the f•tal mombrano "'polled lrom the uterus
afi•r childbirth) In their products. E>on thouth tho place!lla Is tested (sine• il is human ti~ut and
s~td ol carrying th• AIOO virus and olhtr diseases) it talts up to .... n ytalS for"""' vi ruse to show •
up. Why tako the rfskl
EniNIC COLD HAIR CARE PRODUCTS ronlain natural oil from othtr sou rt<>. OtJr lanolin ~ deri-..d horn •
sheared sh<tp wool and tho oil from ol~e trees.
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For A Limited Time!!

If You Want Short Hair Do
Not Use This Product!

•

4 a. jar priced• $7.95 ·salt Pm SIID
8 a. larprice:I • $12.95 ·Sale Prico 91.50

Alt•r cha"iill{I to E'JliNIC GOLD SUPER GRO,
custometS hav• betn p1.,sed about how fast their
hair grew. So. wt do ask our customers to please
follow directions on th• jar. Massa!!' EniNIC
COLO SUPER CRO fnlo tho scalp only, 2-l limtS
per week or )00 will experlenre la~1er 1han 00111~1
haire-hl

•
•

•

•

•

Also Available
Pure C.astllt Soap with Olive Oil for dry and
sensitivt! skir>-5 o<. bar
Carbolk c.em-kk!al soap (helps i....1 ...n.s1
Bli! 5.75 oz. bar - both prioed II $1.00 ea. -&lie

Ethnic Gold Super Gro

•

Pria!Slm

PRODUC T DESCRIPTION

•
·•
•
•
•
•
•e
,.•

We Bring Our Store To Your Door!!
=:-:--~~~~~~-

QTY SIZE PRICE SUBTOTAL

"""'

~iili'.iiU!i""'~.,.-~~~~~~

•

•

•
•

•

•

Sales Tax
ShiwinQ & Hantlilg
GRAND TOTAL

Sen;! money onlor tw cashiet cliot:lt

Milil To. OK Associales, Elllnic Gol;I Sfl/Jl!I Gro, PO. 8o.t 1322, ~. VA 22110

only (pleaSB alforr up to 3
for deliYery}
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lnjuction request
denied

•

After deciding not to allow
missing signatures and the use any witness tes timon y, Judge
of ce rtifi cates of registration Wo lfe found in favor of t he
defendants .
being inconsistent.
''(McCoy and Fo s ton 's
''Signatures are not a written
law, but a long standing tradi- injunction was) denied on the
tion as with bringing election lack._i ng the likelihood of merit,"
Judge Wolfe said.
;• grievances, bCfore the General
After the decision was renAssembly," Temple said.
Temple illso argued that the dered , M cCoy co 11tinu ed to
asSurance of a fair election is stick to her assert ion th at the
rooted in the contract, Itferring voting was faulty.
'"He (the judge) wanted us to
, to the H - Book' s guidelines ,
which were bre ac hed in thi s prove th at people had voted
twice ... and people did vo te
election.
However, Ford asserted that twi ce and peop le told us ... ,"
since Howard University is a McCoy sa id . ''Vo ter dilution
' private institution, the student was here and it reminded you a
body is all owed to handle it s lot of what happen In the
own election procedures. And 1960s ... We shouldn 't settle for
al the General Assembly' s second bes t when second bes t
emergency meeting, the General ha s been given to us fo r so
many years.''
Assembly reached its verdict.
However, despite her confiTemple reminded Jud ge
Wolfe that the missing signa- dence that people voted twice,
ture s constituted nearly a 21 she said she doesn't plan to take
any furt her actions re garding
1 percent ''tainted'' voter discreparicy and was not reflective of thi s matter.
the democratic process.

DENIED FROM PAGE Al
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. A Celebration of the Revolution
SALUTE TO BLACK ACHIEVERS:

in the
Entertainment Industry·
SUNDAY APRIL 18. 1993
AR:<!OL'R j. BLACKBURN REST AURA NT
3:00P.M.
honorees..

AL FREEMAN, JR.

TANYA HEIDELBERG

1'1AL CclLM X

MTl1.LEGAL COUNSEL

MAYA ANGELOU
POET LAUREA TEI AUTl-OR

I

RICHARD SMALLWOOD
•

LEONA WILLIS

GOSPEL SINGER

CODE BLACK PRODUCTIONS

ncgrs CAN Bl

PQBGflASEp AT 7'111 CBAHTQH A@IXoBIQN BOX
HOWARD STUDENTS $7.00
GENERAL ADMISSION $12.00

DUIC•

7RICJ[ IMCLUOES LUNCH , l:El\VED PaoMl>TLY AT J :OO P . M.

SPONSORED Bl:'

-

'

BUFFET

sponsored by the Underl(raduate

ent Assembly'

ANHEUSER·BUSOl
COMPANIES
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CARRY-OUT
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*Betit Cooks From Hong Kong

*Free Delivery
*Free Soda

•friendly Atmosphere
•

*Special 112 price
discount for students
(Carry out order only)

•
•

1. Hunan Beef
2 Doubles...- Pork
3. Sliced Chicken
with Broccoli
4. Shredded Beet

Szechuan Style
5. Sliced BMf with Broccoli

6_. Sweet and Sour Potk
7. Chicken with
Clllhew Nute
a. Moo Goo Gal Pan

•

"

Hot Sub

9. Cuny Chicken
10. Sweet and Sour
Chicken

11 . Vegetable Delight

We serve delicious ...

Chinese Food-Subs
Seafood and Chicken

12. Pepper Steak
13. Chicken Lo Mein
14. Beef Lo Mein
15. Shrimp Lo Mein

Weekday Special(No Tax)
3

Pc.• Cblck- with Fried

Rlce/l'l'encb Frln.••. 2 .80

Cold Sub

-

•

Ill

.

'

I
I

TAKE THE KEYS.

15 Pu. Wini• with Fried Rice

CAIL ACAB .

/ Pnncb Frle..... 3 .40

lAIE ASTANO..

1 h9. Bone Fhb with Fried Rice

S1eakand0nlon
StNk and Charze

_..,_

c-....

-

Ham Ch111e

•

Phlladelphla Hoagles
Tuna Salad
Ham and Cheeae

I P'fto.cb Frlff... 3 .41:1
1 Lii BBQ Rfb with Fried Rice /
P'n:neb Frtu.... 4 .05

•

r------------,

1 112 Price Discount Coupon

I

I

(for Carry-out only)

I

price discount for every

I

I Bring along this coupon & enjoy 112 I
I

I
I

1

I

L- ___ !,u!:h!s! ____ .J

11 Yum'sl Always Happy erving You
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OZZARK & COMPANY

BY WILLIAM D. JACKSON

MR. Gf:i:'E'/'JE DWl\YNEr w HAVE TO fAL.K.

wHUTlJKxJ WA~T, FfffMA!J.
I YJANr tov ro av1r rl4E ciz~es5.
l'l'!l

©KHARI J. SAMPSON
LAST ~E<K o F!Ef/1AN ~A<~S

OO•N

NOTORIOUS PUSHER 'GOTZ l'ONEY.
TD llJRW HIM IW--:CRTOF...

""""""'
"'''

AND UNTIL '(Ot) DO, l'M
GoJN6 TO HOUND Yov.

THE BLACK FAIRY
... PWKs ,f USA

WATLH YOUR BACK ...

•

BY ASA AMMONS

0-~ l> P/WUV roAD>-11r rovJ.SOUR

~)UJ}f ,lolf , OVf J.Jf
~ '!"Va pAJi(flt~
10
cMlt,.,.. a>~J.fjDol •

J.,lf\Vf"sr ME/l'IBER

/

1 I LD•THE

yJ,, Yll<J lDAfHi llJ'·

WE'RE /'o H1' fEFllL FA!ol· 1·L'i' •·• IJ

FOR ANY OF MY CREIJJ, IN·

CLUDl.N& &'.>Ml.JER. JIHAD.
AS FDR YOUR Pl\'.lNE ...

'

.

'

MUCH DAP

)

BY KEVIN JENKINS

IF YOU OU! T, I CAN K!'EP THE COPS
Off YOU. l F NOT, WELL ...

... fVEWTUALLY. 50Mt:QNE'5
(,[JIVNA 6E

r

Yov ...

'
.

"
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•
•

'

'

REGISTER TO WIN $500

•

I

I

. COME SEE THE~ SAl\JWS April 13-14, 9 am l> 3 pm. h Flail r:J llllclctun Center h•IC'ieli#!WlllUGSA
COME TAKE A I ES I CRVE AT: s.irl of MarbN i iclV 1111 4801 E11m11baa Rd., Meltow I leiit1ts, MD (301 ) 423-3111
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Black textile artist displays work/82
Alp Hop controversies examlnidlS3
Touching the common foik/S . .
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By LaRonce Marshall
Hilltop Staff Writer

slim pants.· Oh, and we can't forget the
flannel- il's definitely in.
The midriff will be strongly emphaSpring '93 is moving to a new beat, sized in this season's style, be it visibly
and Howard University's student body bared, or quietly hinted at. Hip Hugger
is ready for the chan ge- a change in style s and regimented stripes of the
the weather.
''Retro-Hippie times;' are back with a
Although we haven ' t experienced '90s flare and more comfort.
the rewards of warm sunshiny weather
When coordinating your wardrobe
as of yet. Ho\vard University students this Spring, keep in mind that naturals
are waiting impatiently to unveil their are in: cream. sand , and bright white.
Spring fashions in the hallways of the However, always remember what's best
for your sk in tone. According to
Prescriptives Cosmetics Beauty Advisor
at Hecht 's. Lisa Streeter, it may be ye!- "'
low orange, red orange, red, or red
blue. If you aren't sure of your undertones, a color analysis can be done for
you at Prescriptives counters.
When creating a versatile wardrobe,
keep in mind jackets are required, and
any color goes. Whether single or dou- ·
I
'
ble breasted, fitted or flowing, jackets
•
can make tlie
. outfit.
I ,
''When selecting jackets, the objec'
•
'
tive is 10 choose a variety of sty les
'I
which are versatile for daylime as well
' .
as evening," said Styles I Dare beauty
consultant Laura Daniels.
'
Undergraduate student Shelli
Thomas said she's trying a variety of
styles for this Spring.
''I bought a '90s flare, a reiteration of
Mecca.
'70s [style] , crochet tops and a lot of
This Spring, expect the unexpected. short-shorts," Thomas said. ''During my
Mismatch is the pattern of choice this ' s hopping spree, I found that there
season. The successful grunge style , weren't a variety of sandals in the
which is all about brea·king the rules, stores, so I don ' t know what to do about
reiterates this season's theme: anything the feet yet."
goes . Included a:e stout lace-up boots ,
Student Susan Mitchell is less concropped tops, sheer dresses, and even cerned about fashion as of yet.

I

•

••
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By Paul Arnold
Hilltop Staff Writer
~

•

~

''I really haven' t
been· too concerned
with the fashions of
Spring,, because to me
it's still Winter. There
hasn't be~n any real
cons is tenc y in the
weather.''
Student Sabina
Drake mentioned a
boredom with confining shoes.
''I can't wait to wear my sandals. I'm
tired of my feet being confined,'' Drake
said. ''They're ready to breathe. The
selection in some of the stores are limited, but I f6und some funky sandals in

the Village over Spring Break."
· When accessorizing your wardrobe,
the smiirt purchase is an investment in a
variety of scarves, worn either on the
head or around the neck and shoulders.
Above all, we must remember that hair
is the ultimate accessory. To repeat a
once;familiar slogan, if your hair
does6't look good, you don 't look good .
s't;ring '93 will feature hairstyles
reminiscent of the '70s. Some hot looks

will be braided falls of flowing locks,
with added length.
According to Leonard Walden, hair
stylist at Anjirie Hair Studio in New
Jersey, precision cuts of the early '70s
can mean a fabulous change for Spring.
Tailored, masculine cuts on women will
be hot and happening. Ponytails, long
and about, either braided or straight forward will take on a new look this season . .

Last, but not least, all should strive
for flawless skin thi s Spring. Jf it
doesn't come naturally, it can be

~tudents wea

he ultimate ink

i e&.art
my name on his ann. It never occurred
to me that I might not want his name on
my body forever.''
·
Now a year later and perhaps wiser,
Flemming has covered the tattoo of her

New flowers are expected to blossom all over the Yard this spring.
However, they will not be found in the
old boyfriend's name with two hearts.
gardens and tlowerboxes around cam''I love tattoos,'' said Flemming, as
'
.
pus. Ro-ses, carnations and daisies will
evidenced by the others on her wrist and
be sprouting on the shou lders and stomankle, "but I do not think I' II ever get
achs of students as they remove winsomeone's name again."
ter's concealing clothing and expose t3.t·
Lawana Ruth, a junior majoring in
tooed ·skin to the warm air.
Human Development, got a tattoo of a
Long stigmatized as a counterculturrose on her shoulder and loved it so
al expression particular to pirates and .
much that she wants to get another one
Hell's Angels, tattooing has enjoyed a
someday.
surge in popularity that has swept up
''I want to get a heart with my name
many Howard students. They are choosrunning through it eventually. Tattoos
ing to adorn their bodies with everyare addictive. Once you get one you are
thing from .butterflies to religious symgoing to want another,'' she said.
bols in increasing numbers .
Most \attooed students choose a decLast year Tamara Flemming decided carve their initials in trees.
oration that expresses something about
on a dare to have the name of her
''It was stupid," said the sophomore , them or their personality since the mark
boyfriend inscribed on the back of her majoring in medi cine. '' My friends is a lifetime commitment.
shoulder in much the same way lovers dared me to do it because he tattooed
Andre Owens, a junior majoring in

•

•

'
achieved with make-up, for both men
and women.
''By putting on a little foundation
and loose powder, you can cosmetical ly
change the way your skin looks, and
reflect a more positive image about
yourself," said Estatician Reiko Dumas.
For a natural look of bare ski n, sheer
foundation mixed with moisturizer or a

'

touch of bronzing powder will create
the illusion of flawless skin. According
to Streeter, the skin should be protected.
By wearing foundation, thi s can be
achieved.
'' You· want a foundation that wjll
blend into your skin color," Streeter
said. ''It's important to work with your
undertones when making a selection.''

aide One.
1. You &cl fine debut- Ph

ing your new dress at
~ Spring Picnic, even
though it revc1ls cvcryp.ing; indudi~ a nasty Ph
gut and panty line.
2. You feel confi.dent wearing a slcevcl~ top with an
abundance bf,J.111dcrarm hair and deodorant-caked
•
annp1ts.
Ph
3'. You elect to start off die season with a new look, by
cropping your sevcrcly split ~into a neat, ear·

length Chinese bob.
4. Even though you furgot your anti·perspirant, you
feel great about sporting that FAMU muscle shirt out· Ph
side on the Yard with your bOys.
5. In a rush to debut the new pair of booty shorts you
just bought, you o""rlook the fact that you forgot to
Ph
lotion your extrodinarily uhy legs, saying your great ·
'
outfit will more than compensace !Or your negligence.
Ci. You decide that, bccatisc temperatures no longer
Ph
average in th,o 40., it's linally time to put the
Tunbcrlands, cowboy boots and skiiil caps away.
Ph
7. You select a comfortable, yet fuhionable pair of
knee shorts, since you didn't Stick to tbis.winm's exercise and ~t t• gimcri to rid your thicl\' of embarrassing

cdlulitc.
8. You leave die ho- 11 feeling secUlle with ,baby powder Ph
vilibly covcriilg)'Olll' cbw and back
·
""
~. You think it's o.k. to lave in last nter's braids,
Ph

F

F

F
•

F

F

f

F

'

F
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to expre ss their commitment with
brands.

erapeubc recreation wants a tattoo ut
he can't decide what to get.
''I don' t want to have regrets about
the tattoo five or 10 years from now. It
is going to have to be a choice I can live
with, literally," Owens said.
The attraction tattooing holds for
some students is its pennanence- which
display s commitment. Other students,

. a <fecent 'graduate of
Tim Watson 1s
the School of Business and a member of
the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. He
chose to brand both of his biceps with
the ''Omega'' sign of his fraternity.

particularly fraternity members, choose

s a i d · Please see SKIN, 83

"When people see them they usually
ask me if they hurt and why I did it," he

•
•

'

..

•

'
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Femal'e artist brings A f1·ican
rhythms, desi s to textiles
family sits enjoying dinner on a rooftop in
Harlem . A girl looks. to
the stars and sees herself soaring
above the city. Her story is
painted and written against ,the
backdrop of a silk-screen quilt .
''Ta r Beach r1·· is part of
'' In spirations: Exploring the Art
of Faith Ri11ggold ," which premiered la st week at the Textile

A

Museum.

Born in Harlem in 1930,
Ringgold. who defines herself
as ''an artist of color," has
exp lored the use of various arr
rn cdia in her works. Ringgold
uses paint, mixed media sc ulptures, and writing to convey her
educational and thought-provok1ng messages.
The hard edges and flat sur-

'

\

Rock Creek Cafe
2121 P Street , NW
(202) 956-6690

Soul Brother's Pizza
1939 14th Street, NW ·
(202) 3.87- SOUL

La.uriol Plaza
1801 18th Street, NW
(202) 387 -0 03 5

The Prime Ri b
2020 K Street, NW
( 202 ) 466-8 81 1

tasi~s.

By Maya Samms
Hilltop Staff Writer

faces of her pieces combi ne the
influ e nces of African art and
cubism. The bold colors and
rhythmic design s of her work
reneclher admiration of African
textiles. Ringgold bases the
bttckdrops of 1nany pieces on the
Kuba's. a, group from Zaire,
design system of eight triangles.
Ri11ggold's art career began in
the early 1960s while she was in
art school . Her teachers honed
her technical skill s, but Ringgold
wa s disgruntled because all of
thc111 taught from a European
perspective.
Ringgold wanted to create
po sitive in1ages of blacks that
were accep1able . She looked to
the colors and patterns of
Afri c an art for inspiration .
During thi s time. she becan1e a
leader in the Black Art s
f\.1ovement .

,

Tar Beach II, sllkscreened quilt, Is one of the works that Is featured In "Inspirations: Exploring the Art of Faith Ringgold
In .the 70s, Ringgold experi- nity and Ringgold's extended
mented with Thangka s and soft family. The exhibit includes
scu lpture ma sks while working ''Aunt Bessie'' with her wide
in the Women's Art Movement.
eyes, open mouth and brown ,
The practicality of Tibetan braided yarn hair. She uses the
Thang.ka s, painted religiou s masks in performances based on
hangings framed with pieces of African ritual ceremonies. The
fabric, attracted Ringgold. They performances explore issues conwere inexpensive and easy to roll cerning the black community.
up for storage and shipping purIn 1982. her mother's death
poses. Her mother Willi , a seam- and the birth of her granddaughstress. constructed the cloth bor- ter, Faith, led to the ''Baby Faith
ders while her daughter, and Willi'' se ries . The abstract
Michele. helped write the text pai'ntings helped her healing
for these pieces whi~h made process and used many Kuba
political s tatement s about designs and rhythms.
women 's rights.
Soon after, Ringgold invented
1
H er life-size, soft-sculpture the story quilt . She used the quilt
masks repre sent indi vid ual s and medium to narrate stories incorcouples within the black commu - porating her black feminist fan-

She describes them as, ''a
platlqrm for mixing art and ideas
so that neither suffers.;'
''Who's Afraid of Aunt
Jemima," her first story quilt,
recounts the tale of Aunt Jemima
Blakely, an elegant businesswoman and the heroine.
Ringgold uses folklore and black
dialect to make political commentary and reinterpret this
black stereotype.
In 1988, she delved into the
world of children's literature .
''Tar Beach'' is a quilt Ringgold
transformed into a storybook. It
narrates the story of Cassie
Louise Lightfoot, a girl living in
Harlem. The theme of the story
is ''anyone can fly, all you need
is somewhere to go that you
can' t get to in any other way."
The book won the Coretta
Scott King Award for Illustration
and the NY Times Most Notable
Book of the Year. Ringgold
painted ''Tar Beach II'' in 1990
and published a second book,
'' Aunt Harriet's Underground
Railroad in the Sky'' in 1992.
Ringgold says she hopes her
works remind us to remember
and celebrate unacknowledged
artwork of black women.
The exhibit includes 17 of
Ringgold 's pieces plus eight
inspirational objects such as
African tie-dye~ cloth, Kuba
cloth and Tibetan Thangkas.
The exhibit runs through
September 19th at the Textile
Museum located on 2320 S
Street, near the Dupont Circle
Metro . Celebration of Textiles
Day on June 5th is free and
includes quilting and mask-making demonstration s. For more
information, call (202) 6670441.

'

Julio's
1604 u Street, NW
(202) 483 - 850 0

Gangp l ank
600 Wa t er St r eet , SW
120 2 ) 55 4 -5000

Hogate's
Sth Street & Maine
Avenue, SW
1202) 484 - 63 01

Bl ackie ' s House of
Be ef
1217 22nd Street , NW
1202) 333-1100

The Madhatter
1831 M Street, NW
1202) 83 3-1 49 5

Meskerem

"Brasi l Tropi cal "
Restauran t
2519 Penns y l va n i a
Avenue, NW
1202) 293 -1773 or
1202) 29 3-3885

J

L'Escargot
3309 Conne c ti cut'
Ave, NW
1202 ) 96 6-7 510

Houl ihan' s
4444 Willard Avenue ,
Chevy Chase
130 1) 654 -9020

'

2434 18th Street , NW
1202) 462-4100

Paul ' s
3218 M Street, NW
12021 333-3450

Houston ' s
1065 Wisconsin
Avenue , NW
(202) 338-7760

•

•

Nakeysa
1564 Wisconsin
Avenue , NW
1202) 337-6500
Southern Dining Room
1616 7th St . , NW
1202) 745-7772
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Zig-Zag cafe serves cool coziness, hot ·c·o ·f fee
•

•

•

photo by Sharonda Starks

Zig·Zag Is nestled on the newly revamped U St and Is ri popular spot for District trendsetters

I

By Frederick J. Goodall
Hilltop

tepping into Zig-Zag cafe
is like walking through a
time portal. Remnants of
past decades are so prominent
that it is sometimes difficult to
remember that you are still in the
90s.
•
The retro-chic decor is reminiscent of 60s coffee houses
where you dould relax and listen
to a hip jaz combo or an angry
yo ung poets wing out protests.
The interi designer obviously combed many yard sales.
nea markets, and .thrift shops to
find the perfect pieces to make
Zig-Zag a unique place. There is
no uniformity in the furniture,
but that 's what make s it cool.
Each piece is uniquely different
but when they are all placed

S

•

Staff Writer

together, the effect is stunning.
Unusual figurines decorate
the cafe's brightly colored wall s
along with velvet paintings, a
collage of Latin dance instructi ~ n records, and other forms of
abstract art . Each table proudly
displays a tiny lamp, complete
with sculptured base.
Some might call the decor
avant-garde, even tacky, but it
works. Zig - Zag is located at
1524 U St., between a vintage
clothing store and an abstract art
gallery. so it has to be different
to lure ·in the trendy crowd that
frequents this area for a cup of
coffee.
Apparently their decor is
effective in attracting patrons
because the place is u'sually
packed. Zig-Zag seems to entice
a diverse blend of patrons.
Everyone from conservative

business · people to hip-hop
junkies and ravers can be seen
sipping coffee and conversing.
And speaking of their coffee,
it's HOT! They have several
types of exotic coffees, everything from espresso to caffe
'

latte. Their cappucino and latte bask in the soothing atmoshpere
would make even Juan Valdez with a cup of cappuccino.
envious. Their prices for coffee
Zig-Zag is open Sun-Thur
are pretty reasonable at around
$2.50 considering that they give
you a generous serving. All coffee is available in decaf.
Another one of their specialities is carrot cake. A large sl ice
with some of the best icing I've
ever tasted is about $2.75. It
goes quite well with a nice hot
cappuccino.
Although Zig-Zag serves
sandwiches and other entrees,
more people come in for the
ambiance rather than the food.
Zig-Zag is a place where people
can converse, relax or write novels. The dim lights, cool music
and interesting people make Zigzag a haven for creativity.
While cafes such as Dean &
Deluca serve as places to sit and
gather strength before the theater
or after shopping, Zig-Zag is a
place to unwind after hitting the
District's club scene. There is
even a couch in the back so people can feel more cozy as they

7:30 a.m. -2 a.m . and Fri-Sat 7:30
a.m .-4 a.n1. Saturday and Sunday
brunch is from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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Bison gear up for Howard

lays

Why is everybody pickin' on Chris?
Webber that is! If I pi.ck up
one more newspaper or see one

more sportscast, or walk in 'on
one more person talking about
the "mistake" heard around the
world I am going to just scream.

For those of you who have been
under a rock for the past few
days the situation goes something like this.
•
.
NCAA Championship Game,

New Orleans Super Dome (now
bener known as the Dean Dome),

'

Steve Fisher's Wolverines trail
Dean Smith's Tarheels by a bucket, Michigan's all-Star ( I really
dread using the term star in refer- .
ence to athletes, but for lack of a

1. Why was Webber, probably
one of the worst ball ban
'd lers on the Wolverine s
squad, left with the duty of
bringing the ball up court in
the critical closing seconds
of the game with Michigan
down by two?

better term) forward Chris

•

Webber pulls down a rebound off
a misSed free throw by North
Carolina with 19 seconds left .

Webber committed what wa s

•

•

probably the most obvious walking violation, but the refs managed to ''miss',. it .
The
Wolverines had no time outs left,
Webber dribbled the length of the
court, North Carolina trapped
him in the comer, Webber called
a time out. In college basketball,
a time-out called when you are
out of time outs results in a technical foul. North Carolina was
given a chance to shoot two free
throws and retain pos session .
Game over. Now the entire free
world wants to blame Chris
Webber. Give me a break.
First of all, I am not, by any
means, a Michigan fan. I was,
however, rooting for Michigan. It _
doesn 't really matter to me, at the
beginning of next season, it will
be back to rooting for my usual
Mary land -Geo rgetownLouisville-UNLV quartet. But
for one night only, my heart went
out to Michigan . Webber has
been there for the team throughout the seaso n as Wolverine
coach Steve Fisher said, ''If it
weren't for Chris, we wouldn ' t
have been here in the fmt place."
The media wants to dub thi s
Michigan Squad a group of
''underachievers," but how many
underachievers even make it to
back-to-back championship
games. When Webber pulled
down that rebound during the
final seconds of the championship game, I saw someone that
I had not seen on Michigan 's
team all year long . Michael
Jordan ! · Yes folks, Michael
Jordan.
When the Bulls are in action
and the game is on the line, it is ·
no longer basketball, it becomes
Jordanball . It is no longer the
Bulls against the Pistons, or the
Lakers or the Cavs; it becomes
Jordan against the Pistons, or the
Lakers or the Cavs. In my opinion, I thought I saw a touch of
Michael Jordan in Webber after
that late rebound. Webber was
calculating how he was going to
go down the court and win the
game for the Wolverines. As you
noticed he wasn't looking to pass

the ball, which he could have and

•

the Tarheels double teamed him
and the rest is history.
There is never a time
when any one person loses a
game for a team. Webber did not
lost this game for the
Wolverines, the Wolverines lost
this game for the Wolverines. I
just have four questions.

probably should have done after
he committed that tremendous,
no-call walk. But he opted, a la
Jordan, to keep the ball for the
final shot. It just so happens that

2. Why was Michigan's prime

ball handler. Jalen Rose.
along with two other guards
up court in the first place?

They should have been back
with Webber, looking for the
pass.
3. Why wasn't Webber aware of

the time out situation?

erry Williamson (left) and Corintha Randall are two Bison athletes that will be showcased in tomorrow's Relays

4 . Why didn't the entire "Fab
Five" produce?

By JatMa Conyer

jump with a distance of 34- feet.

Hilltop Staff Writer

Saida Salter placed second in the
400-meter. Jordan placed second
in the qualifying heat of the l 00-

If the entire "Fab Five" would
have produced in the first place,
then maybe there wouldn't have
been a chance for Webber to
comQ')it a mistake that will go
down in NCAA Tournament
Championship history. Sure you
could argue that Webber should
have given up the rock, but to the
contrary you could also argu~
that Ray Jackson and Juwan
Howard, scoring six and seven
points, respectively, could have
also adde~ to Michigan's defeat.
Webber may have been a big part
of_bringing Michigan to this
game, but carrying them over the
top would take more than a 13
point combined effort from
Jackson and Howard.
But hey, I 'm sure that
Webber 's time will come. Just
look at some of the other classic
examples of athletes who made
crucial . mistakes at critical
moments. I'm sure Earnest
Byner thought it was the end of
the world when he committed
''the fumble'' as a Cleveland

Recently, the Howard
University track team traveled to
Princess Anne, Md. to compete
in the University of Maryland,
Eastern
Shore
Relilys.
Competitors·included teams from
Delaware State University,
Morgan State University, Lincoln
University, Montclair State
University (NJ),
Wagner
College, Essex Community
College, and the New York

Brown

placed third with a time of
1:44.25. In the 3200 meter relay,

1n

the

AFC

Championship game. The result:
a trade to the Redskins, oh and a
Super Bowl ring. Do you think
Byner is thinking about
Cleveland now, or its fans who
literally ran him out of town by
sending death threats and harrassing him? I don't think so.
And what about Fred Brown, the
famed Georgetown player whose
pass landed right between the
numbers of North Carolina's
James Worthy's jersey. Two
years later, he was on top of the
world as Geoi:getown was
crowned NCAA Champs.
As this WolVerine team
walked off the floor and the camera was frozen on Webber who
walked toward the locker room
with his head down, I yelled at
the television, as if he coU:ld really hear me, ''Hold your head up
high boy, you'll be back next
year.''

Football:

Baseball:

Today the team will compete in

Tomorrow the team will host

an intrasquad scrimmage. 3:30

Coppin State in a doubleheader

p.m. at Greene Stadium.

at Banneker Field. 12 noon.

Tomorrow the men's and
women's teams will host

UMES .

1:00 p.m. at the

April 13-17 the tennis teams
will be in Tallahassee, Fla. par-

the Howard Relays at Greene
Stadium. Starting time is 9:00
a.m.

ticipating

in

the

MEAC

Javelin with a throw of 168' 10".

ity officials. Charlie Greene is
the head track referee. A gradu·
ate of Nebraska, Greene was a

member of the 1968 Olympic .
4xl00 relay· team which set a
record 10 Mexico City. In
December of 1992, he became a
member of th~ Track Hall of
Fame. Cwrently, he is the director of the Special Olympics
Kennedy Foundation. The head
field judge 1s Leonard H.
Christian. He graduated from
Howard and was the District
Supervisor -!or the Juvenile

of 3:32.96. The 4xl00 meter

year's Relays will feature one of ecstatic about this year's relays.

ond. In the sprint medley,
Azmeina Hanna, Staci Jordan,

relay team of Jason Callaman,
Jeron Jackson, Bell, and

the largest field of competitors
ever. The field will include col-

Jamelia McElroy, and Adaina
Upchurch placed second with a
time of 4:21.77. In the 4xl00
meter relay, Upchurch, Howard,
McElroy and Jordan placed sec-

Wtlliamson placed second with a

lege and high school teams as
well as a nllmbei: of track clubs.

time of 43.63 seconds. The
4x200 meter relay team of Bell, Scheduled collegiate teams
CaJJaman, Williamson, and .•, include Morgan State University,
Newman placed second with a Delaware State University,
time of 1:30.30.
•
University of l\;1aryland, Eastern
Both Broderick Harrell and Shore, Bowie State University,
Joel Bounds came in second in Lincoln Uriiversity, Norfolk
their respective heats of the 800- State University, Montclair State

-

Department in Philadelphia.

.
The track department is very
a

allows Howard to be exposed to

meter with times of 1:56.7 and

U,n iversity, ·Virginia State

I :58.80, respectively. Gerald
Laverne Campbell, Azmeina . Hector placed second in the 400
Hanna, Meisba Abbsinejad, and meter with a time of 49.9 secCorintha Randall placed first ands. Rafiu Bakare tied for third
with a time of 10: 15.61.
in the triple jump with a leap of
Although the relay teams ran 44 •5''. Williamson suffered an
well, the long-distance runners apparent hamstring injury in the
and field athletes paced the team. 200-meter. The injury affected
Abbsinejad excelled in both the the 4x400-meter relay team in
I ,SOO-meter and the 3,000·meter which he attempted to anchor,
placing second in both events but had to pull out mid-race
with times of 5:20.09 and because of the injury.
11:09.04, respectively. Nadeje
After the meet, Coach
Felix placed second in the triple Moultrie expressed his concern

University, Southern Connecticut
University1 and Catonsville
Community '.C ollcge (Md.).

The high school field includes

Anyone going to the Relays

a number of S'c hools from the
District, Maryland, Virginia, and
Pennsylvania. High Schools
include: Banneker, Dunbar,
Wilson, Eastern, Northwest'ent,
McKinley Technical, H.D.
Woodson, Archbishop Carroll,
Western (Baltimore), Suitland,
Eleanor Roosevelt, Langley High
School, Petersburg (Va.) , and

should keep an eye on the

ond with a time of 48 .98 seconds. McCiaskey, Jordan,

Howard, and Upchun;h made up
the 4x200 meter relay team and

Tennis Update
Both the men's and women's teams defeated the
University of Maryland-Baltimore County. The
women scored as follows: S. Johnson d. S.
Clancy 6-0,5-7,6-0; L. Jones d. C. Lang 6·3, 6-1;
C . Husband d. K. Calhoun 6-3, 6-1; S. Jackson d.
S. Moses 6-0, 6-0; N. Phillips d. K. Pearl 6-1, 6-2;
K. Jones I. J. Ilenda 7-6. Men. M. Harris d. M .
Taylor 6-3, 6-2; K. Masiane d. M. Daab 6-2, 6-0;
D. Parker d. 0. Khan 6-1, 6-0; S. Walters d. LN.
Khoa 6-1, 6-0; 0. Miller I. B. Mideary 6-2, 6-2; J.
Calhoun d. W. Braon 6-0, 6-7, 6-4.

Lacrosse Update
The team defeated John's Hopkins 4-1

•

'

I

•

The size of both the collegiate
•
and high school fields this year is
important because larger field
not only younger runners outside
of the District. but also to athletes who are not familiar with
the school at all.
••we have a
chance to introduce strangers to
Howard University," Howard
coach William Moultrie said.
''It's an opportunity for them to
see Howard and Howard to see
them; and [a chance] for other
coaches to see thCm as well.··

Championship Tournament.

I

ed quality athletes, but also ·qual-

relay in 3: 57. 89 to place sec-

Trad<:
Tomorrow the teams will host

Team gears up for
Howard Relays

Not only has the meet attract-

The relay team of Adaina
Upchurch, Alena Howard, Erica
McCluskey,
and
Jamelia
McEirOy ran t'he 4i4otl' in.eter

Track Club.

to Tallahassee, Fla. to compete
in the MEAC Tournament.

Banneker Courts.

metcr with a time of 12.2 seconds; she did not compete in the
finals because she injured her leg
in the sprint medley relay.
The men ran well also starting
with Jcron Jackson placing first
in the 110-meter hurdles with a
time of 14.8 seconds. John
Chambers then placed first in the

•

T.C. Williams.

Damien Sullivan placed second
in the 400-meter with a time of
51.4 seconds. Terry Williamson,
The Howard Relays, which
Woodrow Bell, Tyre Newman, will be tomorrow at Greene
~d R<>,ii_ney ~ck.le pl~ first ... ~tadium, ha_ve become a premi~r
in the sprint medley with a time event on the east coast. "This

April 13-17 the club will travel
Tennis:

with the stick handling in the
women's relay events and also
with the performance of the hurdlers on both squads. He also
was concerned over the fact that
the same people seemed to be
carrying the team from meet to
meet and that other members of
the team need to step up their
performances for the Howard
Relays and the Penn Relays.

women's 100, 200, and 400
meter sprints and ·relays, the long
and triple jllhlps, the sprint medley, the men's hurdles, and the
'
.
men's 3,200 meter relay. If it
rains, the meet will still go on, so ·
bring an umbrella
•

I'

rI

•
,
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•

(

•
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•

$2 wffexas ID, $3 w/o 1313
A.zusa Campus Ministries
Florida Ave. N.W. - 3 Blocks
[Church of God in Christ
from Towers Barbeque &
(COGIC) Missions] presents
Drinks. 1st come I st served
"BIBLE TALK", Tuesdays in
sponsored by the 1992-93 Texas
the Blackbum Forum, 6:00 p.m.
Club
- 7:30 p.m. Speaker: Rev.
1·or the following posit ions:
'('he Gentlemen of Drew
Kenneth Spears. COME and
Chief' of Staff;
(G.0 .D.) in conjunction with the BE BLESSED!!
1-~ in a nc ial Advisor,
International Student Nonviolent Muslim Fnday Prayer Every
Secretary,
Constitutional Committee
Friday in Blackbum Center
l' ublic Relations Director,
(ISNCC)
I p.m. - 2 p.m.
f
Co1nn1unity Outreach
present The Freedom Class
Muslim Students of H.U.
Uircctor,
***A workshop and lecture
P.O. Box 404 H.U. Washington
Co111prehensive Health Care
series for serious students conD.C. 20059
(202) 291-3790
Reform Coordinator,
cerned wjth KivinK leadership
Interested in Subleasing for
l 'ask Force Coordinator,
and doin& somethin& about the
summer. House needed for
Scholarship Data Bank
real issues facing us today***
responsible female senior. For
TfME: MONDAY 4/12 @ 7:30 Details Call 865-8245
Coordinator,
"
PM LOCATION: DREW
Cooperative Reform
FORREN'l'
HALL LOUNGE
Cf.ordinator and
Immaculate Concep~n Apts
TOPIG Black Male/Female
One, two, and three bedrooms
Intern ational Affairs
Coo rdina tor.
Relationships Playmates or
available all utilities included.
Prayer males
AJJplicatio11s Available April 9
Please ffiall (202) 387-7558
ROW 'l'O GE'!' A JOB IN 'l'RE
S'l'OD N'I' Share a 3 bCdioom
in the Homeco1ning Offi ce
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
Roo1n 116 and Office of Student
house with one other student
WHEN : TUESDAY, APRIL 13, Rent $362.50 + 1/2 utilities -Non
Lil"e Arid Ac tivi ries 11 7 in the
smoker -Non drinker (ie, not
Bl ~1c kburn Ce11te r.
1993
WHERE: BLACKBURN CTR. heavy) ·quiet & clean Located
Applications are Due April 16
- RM . 142
directly behind Slowe Hall 1950
l11diana club meeting Tuesday
TIME: 1·3 p.m.
2nd st. N.W. Washington, D.C .
.-\ pril 13. 1993 at 6:30
WHO: KAREN JACOBS U.S.
p.n1.Douglass Hall. ~
2000 I Call 332-1343 if no
answer, leave a message
• NOON l)AY PRAYER SPONOFFICE OF PERSONNEL
MANAGEMENT
Please!!!
SO RED BY TOM SKINNE R'S ASSOC IATES
SPONSORED BY: THE
1300 Harvard: Eft $325, !-Br
CAREER SERVICES OFFICE ' $475 , 2-Br $550, Mr. Alvarez
Apri l 9th - A Spec ial Easter
PrlJgra111 featuring the dance
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
387-4754. 3228 Hyatt Pl: 2-Br
$550 - $700, Mr. Roman 234CALL 806-751 3
troupe "'Praise''- 12:00 Noon
2653. 1460 Euclid St: I-Br
<111 the I st Floor Terrace of the
For all ladies. interested in ooh
Blackburn Center (location ien$450, Furnished $475, Mr.
la la tryouts ..• There will be a
ltiti,·e). A beal1ti t'ul and inspirmandatory interest meeting in · Cormier (301) 571-1998
2 large bedroom house, l1v1ng
i11g. presentation
the College of Fine Arts 8room, dinning room, $895.00
April l"'th - Guest speakers Jim 002, April 12 at 6 p.m.
a 11cl ,Jea11 Thompson, Pastors
Workshop Clinic Is April 13-15 and also one room in a big house
fror11 H:.1rves1 Church '
for $260.00 (301 ) 871 -913'6
From 6·8 p.m. in FINE ARTS
l11ternational. The topic: ' 'The
TRYOUTS - APRIL 16 AT 6
For Rent House 3 Bediooms
11 /2 Bath Finished Basement,
Presence of Blacks in the
P.M.
IJil>le''. lnt"or111<1tion you' ll want 'l'he Rise and Fall of the Black
Washer/Dryer Near Campus,
Panthers: A Revolutionary
close to metro $800 + Utilities
to k110\\ abo ut ~
April 16th - Guest speaker
Marxist Analy sis. Black
Call (202) 526-1561
4 Room 4 Rent I Block away
Cl1;1rles Whitaker, Minister of
Liberation Through Socialist
e\ a11gel is111 and outreach from
Revolution! Howard Spartacus
from campus SHORT TERM &
LONG TERM LEASING $250
E' <1ngel ic Churc h in Maryland.
Youth Club Form. Speaker:
& Up Call (301) 350-8358
Don Alexander, SL Central
Also. ··Phase I''- A year-end
Cltristia n party, bringi ng
Committee, former Black Power House Fully Furnished,
t<)gctl1er the different 1nin istries
Available May I, 1993
mi litant.
On c.-antpL1s for a great night of
Wednesday, April 14, 7:30 p.m.
'two Howard students loold'ng
fellowship! 7 p.111. in the Punch
Undergraduate Library Lecture
for 3 or 4 other students to share
0LJI in lhe b;:1se111ent of the
Room.
a very large 6 bedroogi. 2 bath, 2
'l'he Men of Omega Psi Phi
kitchen town house with an
Blackburn Ce11ter.
English basement. (the English
April 2 1 - Guest speaker Steve
Fraternity, Inc.,
l~ it z l1ug h - dynan1 ic youth pasAlpha Chapter invite all facul- basement has own entrance &
tor at Thi rel Street Chu rch of
ty, staff, professional, graduate,
kitChen and accommodates 2
God an d forme r professional
and undergraduate men Men of
persons) The house and English
c..afct~· fc)r tl1e Denver Broncos Omega at Howard University to basement are fully furnished and
breaking the \Vord of God in a
attend the Omega Social on
carpeted. Each student pays
co nte mporary fashion!
April 15, 1993 in the Human
$325 all utilities included. Call
Apri l 23 - La!'.t day ot· classes,
Ecology living room from
Bea Carey (202) 29I·1480 leave
l ... ast Noon Day Prayer - come
I0:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
message
celebrt1le a.., \\ e end the school
HU S'l'UDEN'l'S, PLEASE
Rooms 4 Rent Harvard St. Area,
. year a11d pra)' f'or one another!
COME OUT AND SUPPORT
3 left, $285 • $325 All included,
l ...ocation : Lit tle Cl1a·pe l.
YOU HOWARD UNIV.
quiet, partially renovated. w/d,
Carnegie Building
w/w - mic . call 462-7456
"SHOWTIME" MARCHING
J<"'or .'\1ore Info rmation, conBAND AT THE OOH LA LA
I Bedroom Apartments
tact: J\'l ichacl Worsley At
TRYOUTS, FRIDAY, APRIL
Available - Students $390 - 143
•
(202) 806· 7292 or (202) 529·
16th IN BURR GYM AT
W Street NW; 149 W Street
5734
6:00H DONATIONS ARE
NW: 2201 Second Street NW - 5
KAl5 PA ALPHA PSI,
$1.00 ALL ARE WELCOME!
Minutes Walking Distance from
FRATERNITY, INC.
National Society of Black
campus. Call 265-3624. Ask
prese11ts
Engineers proudly Presents
for Bill. TOWNTREND MANKA PPA KOOLOUT '93
''Blackout'' An Innovative
AGEMENT.
SA"fU RDAY, APRIL 10
Perception of Fashion , Friday
RoomS/Apts. for rent: w/w carnoon-until
April 16, 1993 School of
pet, microwave, dishwasher,
at Roc k Creek Park (Lot 6)
Business Auditorium 7 p.m.
central air/heat walk to
(vi ti the Carter B~rro n Entrance
Tickets $3.00 students, $5.00
subway/bus, walk to HU. Rent
0 11 16th & Kennedy streets.)
public available at Cramton Box
starting at $275 Call (301) 336EVERYT HI NG FREE
office.
3238
'l"he Gentlen1en of' Drew Present 1994 AMCAS APPL!CAI'ION
Renovated Spacious 3 Br, WO,
Movie Night
PACKETS AVAILABLE AT Rm
He ll Up In Harlem
336 FOUNDERS LIBRARY
Black Caesar
GAY S'l'UDEN'I' 1so others to
Glory
revive '82 gay organization.
April 10; Admission Free.
(NO JOKE!!!) If you're Gay/Bi
Refreshmen ts Served.
then let 's do thi s! ! Call 202/466S'l' DDEN I' CLOS'I ER/BIG
1677 and leave message (confiBROTHER BIG SISTER
dential) PEACE!!!
Roller Skating Day
ffip Hop Pi'Oducers••
Sat. Apri l 10. 11:00 · 5:00 p.m.
lndependent Record Company is
•
Meet 0L1 tside Cra1nto11 at I I :00
looking for profeSsional ''hit
a.in. $4.00 plus food expenses.
squad sound'' music producers
Call directors fo r detail s.
for its up and coming artist.
'l'he Men of Omega Psi Phi
Please call (301) 894·3912
Fraternity Inc.
CKEW 1993 Howard
Alpha Chapter will sponsor a
University Rowing 865-0574
car wash on Apri l 10. Arch. and Practice Mon-Friday
6:00
Eng. Parking Lot. It will take
a.m.
~;J/1
place from 11 a. m. to 5 p.m. We
F'RIDAY! t'KIDAY! PAKl'Y
cordially in vite all volunteer
TIME AT 1310 FAIRMONT.
help.
FREE DRINK! lST 30
'l'RE BREW & QUE is back!
LADIES FREE.
Saturday, April I 0. 4 p.m. -until
A Boom Brothers Production
ANNO UNCEMENTS
R OSA •93.•94 Resolution for
C ha nge is looking for positive
l1ardworking a11d. reliable brother.-. ~111d sisters. Pl ease pick up
yotI'r application for employ ment

...

I

'

CAC, WW, Walking distance,
$1,050.00 ($370.00, $350.00 per
person) Plus utilities.
NW/Shaw 2 bedroOm apart- '.
ment, fireplace, washer/dryer. • ~
we, cac, patio, walk to metro If':'
Howard University $725 + KL
Associates (202) 462-5106
NW/642 Kenyon St. room
available in group house washer/dryer yard, private bath, walk
to Howard U. $300 • $325 + KL
Associates (202) 462-5106

HELP WAN'l'ED
NEED EX'l'RA CASH'!
Earn Hundreds Weekly &
Thousands By the Beginning of
Summer
Send S.A.S.E. To: Efficient
Commissioning Home
Opportunities, PO Box 214
Washington, DC 20059 .
capcomm Student PR ·Fmn IS
accepting applications for paid
positions
Girls overnight camps on Cape
Cod and New Hampshire need
general counselors, sailing and
waterfront staff, "'nurse and
kitchen help from June 21 August 21, Good Salary plus
room and board. Some travel
assistance is available. For an
application contact:
Janet Wadden
Patriots•
Trail Girl Scout Council
95 Berkeley Street Boston, MA
02116 (617) 482-1078
FOR SALE
Panasonic Word Processor.
•
Good condition, built in printer.
10 inch screen. Only $175. Call
Kofi at 865-0240
Refrigerator For Sile
865-8245
SERVICES
l he Sisters to Brothers Dateline
(910) 288-0920 Ext 4097 $2.99
per min Must be 18 years old
$25/month FREE!
Many students who work qualify
for food assistance! Special
Report, $2: DollarSmart, Box
9386, Washington, D.C. 20005.
Cut expenses! Oider Now!!

A'l'l'N HOWARD S'l'UDEN'l'S
$28 relaxers, cuts and styles at
Hair Tips located at 1316 9th St.
NW Contact Ernest for an appt.
at (202) 332-4173
VCR REPAIR
Guaranteed Service All Repairs
Under $50
Call John at 882-5845
or 452-5930
Business Management &
Housing Services, Inc.
Free Scholarship Money for All
applicants No GPA
Qualifications No Age Limits
and No Financial's Emergency
Foreclosure Services
Immediate, easy and caring services during your critical period.
Attome.y's on staff. 1-800-8514209

S l'UDEN'I' FACULl'Y SJ'AF'F'

Gerald & Monty Thanks for
being there when I needed you
both the most.!
Reyna
-'lb Chibber
''I don't want to hurt anymore''
-Clincher
TWo little mischief-m8kers
Jumping on the bedOne named Khn
And one named Fred.
One fell down
And bumped his head
The other one straight got
Kicked in the neck! ·
IMAGINE THAT!!
F'RAN JAMES: If we could
trade hearts for a moment, you'd
know how much I want you!
- Tifed of admiring ,
OU,

I mean it when I said I'll never
ley you go
me
TO SIMONE GO t RREY:
If you were president, you'd be
BABEbraham Lincoln. HAPPY
BIRTHDAY!
Sonja
16-8-93 Welcome to the fanuly
From the Wild Beta Deuce
I am looking forward to a spe-

cial night of friendship, love,
and sensuality. You too are very
special.- I want you.
TEST PASSER
'l'o: Everyone who was there for
me Thank you, I love you all.
P.S. my spec's are so live!
Love,
16-B-93
'lb Steve Powell (EbOny Man) I
saw you in this month's issue of
Black Excellence magazine You
Go Boy! Oh my goodness!
Guess Who!
To BABEbraham Lincoln; My
favorite;! Roses are WIUTE,
Violets are BLUE. When I grow
up, I wanna be JUST LIKE U!
HAPPYB-DAY
Love
your Milika the poet
CA-9!(x2). 4·A-92, 4·A-93 &
4-B-93
Ya know it is a 4 thang baby!
4-A-93
The race is halfway over. But
remCmber, no matter when we
finish, we are all winners.
. Alicia
We Are the H, the E, the l;R;s
We Are the Heirs of
Hermakis. .•• And we roll-Anytime Sands
4·Beta-90 Still in the house
Lil Trooper ll •
Black Panther
Chapter 3

St11111ner
Jlousing

m

Top Prices Paid for Used and
Unwanted Books with Resale
Value TAJ Book Service
(202) 722-0701
NEED MONEY FOR
SCHOOL?
Call College Financial at
1-800-398-2742
GUARANTEED!!
PERSONALS

SongBird.
Spec (5-B-92) I'm Proud of
you! Keep up the good: work!
IO.B·91
S:B-93, (I got tt nght this bme)
welcome to the family, I lov~
you GS 12-B-90 Suffusion
6'.B-92, I love you too Spec
12-B-90 SulTuslon
'I'o the Fresh(est) man:.
I'm tired of strung behind you.
Now, I want to sit next to you.Nitro

'l'ES'I' ADMINIS'l'RA'IUR

New

York
City

•

•

•

,

,

•

•

•

•

•
'

.

I

bet you never thought you would
get two in the same week.
Dinner was very special, the
quiet and quality time spent
afterward was even more special. I look foreward to spending more time together in the
future.
TEST PASSER

•

•

•Apartment-style and lladitional residences;
'
single and double occupancy

• Outstandinl sports-recreation facility
• Includes the New York Experience, an
enjar/able noncredit program t.lploring
careers and culture in New York City

•Over 1,000 undergraduate, graduate, and
professional
courses offered
day and evening
,

E
....,..

.-

at
New

York
University

~

HO.alnl...UUle
May ZS-A-i 14

NYU Su•·er liot11•11
141. WashiJliton Place

For more information
and an application,
call loll free

~,:;'~

~(t"-

NeW Yort, N.Y. 10001

l-800!l82-4NYU
ext. 776

· 1 res11me is $10
each additional resume only St
11 202 234-2211

b'*iH

•

'

••
•

•

,

)

.

_,

• Minules from New York's business and
cultural centers

•

-4~

I

•

WiU )'OU be worting. doing an internship, or
enjoying 1 summer in New Yort? You can
live in the heart of Greenwich Village as an
NYU Associate or tlke acourse in our exciting
summer sessions if you wish.

Need a job?
Need an internship?

1---------

Total Recall
Thanks for your eternal love &
•isterbood.
Love,
· MaciWest
6-B-92
I
You are one of God's many gifts
to me. Thanks for always being
there for me.
·
,
Love, Lil' sis
Maunce,
Thanks for the thunderstorm
entertainment.
L.L.
•
Happy B-day Freda Anderson,
Dwayne Da'Vis 4/1, Simone
Guthrey 4/10, Chris Coleman
4/12, & Keisha Braithwaite 4/13.
•
Love
FAM
J.D.W.C.A. n.e.6.1.w.c.EB.d
To Yvette:
•
Good things come to
those whO wait.
Love,
' Dwayne
EEOll-KEE
Thanks to all my Sorors and frat
for helping me over the rough
spots.
4-A-93
CONGRA:l'OtAIONS 1'0
THE BROTIIERS OF .
OMEGA PSI PHI, ALPHA
CHAYI'ER 1993
SOns of BIOOd and 'l'bunder
' We have seen the.Light of ./ ,
Revelation,
·
followed the path of Good and
Evil,
and we can proucil_y sing
Redemption Song.
Let us walk in·the light of
Omega with ambition,
enthusiasm,
and courage.
The Mother Pearl is back and
will llve eternally. ·

